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NASA LOOKS BACL-V
MOON'S PEAKS NAMED AFTER FALLEN ASTRONAUTS
By MARCIA DUNN
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. —
NASA's chief reminded staff
members Thursday thai "the
consequences of us not getting it
right arc catastrophic," as the
agency paused to remember the
dead crew members of
Columbia, Challenger and
Apollo.
NASA Administrator Sean
O'Keefe said in a televised
address to employees that space
exploration is risky but never
should result in fatalities
because of "complacency, indifference, failure to attend to

detail." That should be a solemn
pledge for anyone who works in
the space program, he noted.
The Day of Remembrance
falls three days before the first
anniversary of the Columbia disaster. O'Keefe said it will be an
annual event, always on the last
Thursday of January coming as
close as it does to all three of the
nation's space program catastrophes.
The Apollo 1 fire during a
countdown test, Jan. 27, 1967,
left three astronauts dead in
their spacecraft on the launch
pad. The Challenger explosion
during liftoff on Jan. 28,1986, left

seven dead. The Columbia
breakup during re-entry on Feb.
1,2003, killed seven more.
O'Keefe choked up as he read
the roU of 17 who "lost their lives
because we failed."
"Grissom, White. Chaffee,
Scobee, Smith, McNair, Resnik,
McAuliffe, Jarvis, Onizuka,
Husband, McCool, Chawla,
Anderson, Brown, Clark and
Ramon.
"They are not with us today
because when it mattered most,
we failed. And so it is incumbent
upon us to remember not just
today, not once a year, not on the
anniversaries, but every day,

every single day that the consequences of us not getting it right
are catastrophic, and each of
those families will live with this
consequence for the rest of their
lives."
At Kennedy Space Center in
llorida, a minute of silence was
observed at noon. Hags (lew at
half-staff. The flags will remain at
half-staff at NASA centers
nationwide through Monday,
when a memorial to the
Columbia crew will be dedicated
at Arlington National Cemetery,
next to the Challenger crew
memorial.
NASA employees were also

remembering two men who
died in a helicopter crash in
Texas last March while searching
for Columbia wreckage, and all
the early aviation pioneers who
were killed pushing the limits.
In his midday address,

O'Keefe announced that three
peaks on Mars seen from the
first of NASA's two newly arrived
rovers would be named
Grissom, White and Chaffee, the
Apollo I crew. The space agency
already has named its rover stations after the Challenger and
SHUTTLE, PAGE 2

A year later, effects of disaster still ripple through NASA
One year after Columbia disintegrated during its Ill-fated return to Earth's atmosphere, NASA continues
to Implement safety reforms to the shuttle program. Last month, an oversight group reported progress
but added there is still much work to be done.
Feb. 1,2003: Hours
after the accident,
NASA says it will study
whether a piece of foam
insulation that broke off
the fuel tank and hit the
left wing during liftoff
might be the cause. The
government appoints
an independent board
to investigate the
accident.
Feb. 5: NASA backs
away from theory that
the foam was the
root cause.
Feb. 26: E-mails reveal
that engineers worried
about damage to the
shuttle's left wing before
the disaster
March 31: E-mail
records show NASA's

chief shuttle engineer,
wrote — but never sent
— a warning that failure
to seek photographs of
possible damage to the
shuttle's left wing was
wrong and "bordering on
irresponsible.''
April 8: Members of the
investigation board say
NASA relied on a flawed
analysis of damage and
let miscommunication
prevent engineers from
getting photos of the
shufie In orbit.
April 17: The board
urges more thorough
inspections and In-orblt
picture-taking.
April 23: Shuttle
program manager Ron
Dittemore announces

his plans to resign
following the
investigation.
May 23: Investigation
board chairman says
another shuttle could
have been launched to
rescue the astronauts if
the severity of the wing
damage had been
known.
June 24: The board
says a chunk of foam
that smashed into the
left wing is "the most
probable cause."
June 30: Documents
reveal that even as
NASA engineers
debated possible
damage to the shuttle,
a flight director e-mailed
the astronauts to say

there was "absolutely
no concern" that
breakaway foam
harmed the spacecraft
Aug. 26: Investigation
board releases 248page report, criticizing
flawed NASA culture
and issuing a series of
recommendations for
the shuttle's safe return
to flight.
Oct 4: NASA sets
September 2004 target
for next shuttle flight.
Jan. 20, 2004:
Oversight group says
NASA is making "solid
progress" in its reforms
to the shuttle program,
but added it is too soon
to know when flights
can resume.

InHasseHAPPholo

FOUND: A small flag marks the location of the sole of a
Columbia astronaut's boot, in Branson, Texas, Saturday Febuary
1,2003. Thirty-four years after leaving a heroic footprint and an
american flag in the lunar dust, the space program left a tragic
imprint across the Pineywoods of East Texas

SOURCES: NASA. Anooitad Pi
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BSU
Black
History
walk
By Krystal Cobb
RiPOMSP.

It's about that time of year
again for the kickoff of Black
History Month. However (his
year the kickoff will l>e filled with
Inn .uul lots of food.
The Black Student Union will
lx' having their first annual Black
History Month kickoff tonight.
The free event is scheduled from
Hp.m. until midnight in the ice
arena and sponsors hope this
event will attract students from
all nationalities.
Nicole Daniel, l>resident of the
Black Student Union said, "The
executive board is very excited
about this because it lias never
been done before."
There will lx- games centered
around the background of Black
History. The intent of the games
are to have fun while at the same
time learning about the history of
the people and events that have
shaped the society.
A soul food dinner will he provided to all who attend, and Students will also have the chance to
win prizes that will he raffled off
during the festivities.
Daniel said that there was a
need for this event to be held,
because even though there are
events being held for Black
History Month 00 the campus,
then were none that were sponsered by the Black Student
Union.
This event marks the start of
Black History month. During the
month of lebruary there will also
be a Black Student Union week in
which a memorial walk will be
held in order to give thanks to
their ancestors and the struggles
that they went through.
Along with the help of the
Black Student Union, several
BSU,PAGE 2
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Falcons look to move higher in CCHA rankings
By Kevin Shields
SPOHIS REP0S1EP.

Only seven points separate
the Falcons from the sixth place
spot in the CCHA and home ice
in the first round play-off series.
They will look to make a change
in that when the Ohio State
Buckeyes come to town tomorrow night for a big CCHA matchup.
"Again we're coming off a hot
weekend, which we'd like to
think as our best weekend of the
year so far," senior defenseman
Kevin Bieksa said. "Having them
come in is going to be big, considering the last game didn't go
the way we wanted it to at all. We
feel we're a team that can beat
teams like Ohio State at the top
of the league and we've proved
that this year. This is going to be
a game that we'll definitely be up

for. It's an important game for
our season and getting us up in
those standings."
In their last meeting, the
Buckeyes came into the BGSU
Ice Arena in
late November
and beat the
Falcons 7-0.
T
h
Buckeyes will
come into the
weekend ranked No. 15 in the
national polls and with a record
of (15-12-0 overall, 10-9-0
CCHA). They currently sit in the
fifth spot in the league standings,
only four points out of first place.
Up front, forwards Paul
Caponigri and Dave Steckel are
both among the top 10 goal scorers in the league. Caponigri has
13 goals, along with lOassistson
the year, while Steckel has 12

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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goals and seven assists.
On defense, the Buckeyes are
lead by Nate Guenin and Doug
Andress. Both have 15 assists on
the year to lead the team in that
category.
■k
Mike Betz is
the man in net
I for
the
'Buckeyes with
'a goals against
average of .911
with three shutouts to his name.
This includes a 26 save performance he had the last time these
teams met in November, where
he shutdown the Falcon offense
to record his second shutout of
the year.
For the Falcons, Steve
Brudzewski is coming off a
three-goal weekend, which put
him second on the team in goals
with eight He sits behind Brett

smmKI
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Pilkington who has nine, including a goal last weekend.
The sophomore forward has
upped his production from his
first year, but knows he still hits
some work to do.
"My year hasn't been too bad,"
Pilkington said. "I feel I could
contribute more than 1 have, but
I'm happy with where I'm at
right now. 1 have to continue to
improve more though and contribute so we can keep winning."
D'Arcy McConvey continues
to lead the team in scoring with
17 points on the season. He
knows how big the split at
Fairbanks this past weekend was
to the team.
"It was a big weekend getting
to be the first team to win in
Alaska," McConvey said. "It's also
good that we've split the last
three weekends, but at the same

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 18'
Low 12'

time we feel we could've won a
few more of those games.
Knowing we've beaten big teams
though has helped our confidence, and this weekend we're
going to make sure that what
happened last time won't happen again."
Jordan Sigalet made 87 saves
this past weekend and continues
to play every game for the
Neons in net. I lis goals against
average is 2.76 on the year with a
save percentage of .918, and he
has one shutout to his total.
The Falcons and Buckeyes will
drop the puck tomorrow night at
7:05 p.m at the BG Ice Arena
Play-by-play of the game is on
88.1 FM with Andy Evans doing
the commentary.

As ITS officials continue to
identify and clean-up computers infected with the MyDoom
e-mail vims, a new variant of the
worm and traces of die Nachi
virus—which came onto campus in the fall— are causing
additional concern.
According to Kent Strickland,
information security officer,
dozens of computers—mostly
in the residence halls—have
been identified as being infected with one of the viruses.
The MyDoom variant—
which is being dubbed
MyDoom.b—is designed to
attack Microsoft Windows and
can make external websites,
unreachable for the user. It can
also affect peer-to-peer applications like K.i/.i V
Today the virus is set to
launch an attack on the website
of Santa Cruz Operation, one of
the world's largest sellers of the
Unix operating system.
Editor's Note: Call Technology
Support Center at 372-0999 for
more information or help.
TUESDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High:25'
Low 24'

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 24'
Low: T

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted

Personals

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Unlimited Tjnning Seme! '■■' $68
t mo unlimited S30 Booths ot beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Wes Clark ioi President Hi BG
Interested9
Contact: chawkey

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' S300'day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Ad Agency Seeking
BGSU Design Student
Up to 12 hours per week Experience on Mac computer, reliable
transportation. BG area agency
Interested designers respond to:
Jennifer Miller. MAC Advertising
419-823'-4333. macad@adelpnia.net
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-Childrens' sleep-away camp. Northeast
PA (6/18-8/15/04) II you love children & want a caring, fun environment we need female staff as Directors & Instructors for: Tennis. Golf.
Gymnastics. Swimming. Waterskiing. Sailing. Team Sports Cheerleading.
Ropes.
Camping/Nature.
Drama, Video. Ceramics. Batik. Silkscreen. Guitar. Jewerly. Piano. Photography. Aerobics. Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders. Administrative/Dnver. Nurses IRNs)
On Campus Interviews March 17th
Apply on-line at www.camowaynegirJsiojTj or call 1-800-279-3019
Gel Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey1
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
Kidzwatch now hiring part-time child
care aide for Perrysburg Tues and
Thurs days Other shifts available
Call419-874-9678
MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS NEEDED
Local & State Wide Productions
No Exp Req . All Looks. Ages 18*
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
EARN UP TO S320V day.
1-800-818-7520
NOW HIRING!!!
■S10-S15 PER HOUR+200 BONUS'
"Fun Work and Good Money"
Only 15 Mm. Away in Perrysburg
Part time and Full Time Positions
Perfect Schedule lor College Students. Work at Night after Class "
M-F 4-9 PM and Sat morning.
Sales Positions-No Exp Necessary
Paid Training
CALL NOW!!! 419-874-5004 ASK
FOR KRIS-Tru-Green ChemLawn

Part-time
Afternoon counter person
Apply at 1204 W Woosler

Perrysburg family seeking dependable, flexible, pan-time babysitter for
2 children ( 1 & 3 yrs.l Will work
with your class schedule. Must have
exp with young children.
Call 419-872-4368
Tradeshow Saleswoman Intern
Looking to do some traveling and
gain marketing and sales experience9 Then this may be what you've
been looking for! A small local area
manufacturing company is looking
lor someone to travel to tradeshows
in Orlando and Las Vegas to assist
in speaking with prospective new clients. If you consider yourself to be
assenive. outgoing and a positive
thinker then forward your resume
to. or call.
jgbaJi eu»tomfre«heners com
888-241-9109

1
For Sale

»1 Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From S279! Party
With Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties! Greal
Beaches & Nightlife! Includes Meals.
Port/Hotel Taxes'1-800-678-6386.
www.SpringBreaKTravel.com
iMa< '•» sale1
Has almost all programs, runs
fantastic S500 Call 344-0125
PC for sale!
CD burner & tons of programs. Includes printer S400 Call 3440125

For Rent

'• Now leasing fully lurn efficiencies
S465 lor 1 person, monthly leases,
includes all util. cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520
•"Lg Houses* Apts
Across from Univ
321 E. Merry 4-6 bdrms
930 E. Woosler 5 bdrms
926-930-1030 E Wooster 5-6
bdrms 321 E Merry A-D 4-6 bdrms
303 E. Merry 5 bdrms . new carpel
315 E. Merry 2-4 bdrms includes
util.
309 E. Merry 3 Ig. bdrms. mclu util
Also other houses. Apts & Ells. Call
now 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Some
1st semesters leases available Listing located 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3
1 bdrm S385 plus elec. Avail. Dec
17 6 9 or 12 mo. lease 854 8th St
Summer/Fall 04, lease also avail
419-392-3354

2 bdrm furn apt. Close to campus,
includ util. no smoking, no
pets..grad students welcome Call
419-353-5074, ask for Tim.

YtpU
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3 bdrm. house available August
2004 718 Third St $775/ mo
Please call 419-686-3805
3 bdrm. house Close to campus
Good size, nice yard S1000/mo
Call 686-1144.
4 bdrm., garage, 2 blocks Irom
BGSU Avail. May. 419-353-3855
Apis. - Downtown - Upstairs at
Wooster & Main. Avail. May 15th
2 bdrm S550/mo. + ulil
3 bdrm S825/mo. + util.
Call 419-354-1612 ext. 301 or 351.

ACROSS

BG Apts-818/822 2nd Si
2 BR Apts avail May or August
S490 ■• gas/elec 12 mo lease.
Smith Apl Rentals 419-352-8917

Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year.
12 mo. leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred
Large. 2 bdrm lurnished apl
Clean, quiet, close to campus.
Call 352-1104 ^^^^
[ i; 2 bdrm 1st floor apl IP Victorian
home.
Leaded glass cupboards,
hardwood
tloors.
bay
window,
curved 10' ceilings S650 mo. + ulil.
427 N. Main St 386-253-3687
NICE ? BDRM A!>T S FOR MAY
AND AUG. ON 5TH AND 7TH.
CALL FOR MORE INFO. 352-3445.

1-800-KAP-TEST

(419)494-3060.

1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. available now
Call for prices & locations
352-0717

Wooster house available
352-1104

MANAGEMENT
I

The Highlands- Graduate
housing One bodroom Laundry
facilities in building A/C, Ouiel'
Starting at S395

FluMist Vaccine

Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing
Spacious, laundry facilities m
building. A/C. Gas heal
Starting at S510

hinlil.nul-.-fuuH-t.mK

Stop by the Student Health Service Today
372-2271

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts /
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage

Trinity United

Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)

Methodist Church

Carports
Starting a! S395/mo.

BGSU Bus stop

Service
W'O-Sumlay School
ll:30-Conlemporar)
Service

Management Ine.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe
Siudios.'1bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at S250/MO.

ym Ninth .Summn Slro-l
R..« IM I Iran, Oti». 4 5402-2527
Hnmc4It-.lJ.t-XI.il
Fix 419-333-3191
I; mail lrinil>(n WOKLanj
I'raiung arid ftvdMMftJ Christ
in the Heart of HawUnn (irren

NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

nu 11! Inc.

Starting at S415/MO.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Management Inc.
Slop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website

Houses!
Houses!
Houses!
Close to Campus

Only a Few
Left!

www.meccabo com

Frobose Rentals
919 Mclroie Bowling Green

for complete listing

352-9392

for next year.

In

TQWH

(1:10) 4:00

7:00 (9:55]

The Perfect Score
(PG-13)
(1:30)4:20 7:20(9:50]

Cheaper by the
Dozen(PG)
(1:20) 4:10 7:10 (10:151

Win a Date with Tad
H.(PG-13)
(1:35) 4:25 7:25 [10:05]

Along Came Polly
7PG-13)
(1:45)4:35 7:35 (10:20)
Times good 1/30/04 thru 2/05/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat & Sun
| | Will not show Mon. Tues.
and Wed

SSS
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Campbell Hill
Apartments

Mercer
Manor

Columbia
Courts

451 & 424 Frazee Ave.
818 N. Enterprise

2+3 Bedrm town-

323 S 331
South Mercer Rd

903-935
Thurstin Avenue

house w/11/2 baths,
3 Bedrm,2 Bath w/

full basement,

3 bedrm, 2 bath

3 bedrm, 2 bath,

fireplace, furnished,

washer/dryer

w/ fireplace, A/C,

furnished.

•

IfiiV'JhWML

microwave,

Starting at

furnished,

$825/mo +

dishwasher and

utilities

garbage disposal,
and dishwasher.
Starting at
5900/month

hookup, A/C, garbage
disposal, and
dishwasher.
2 bedrm starting
$790/mo +
utilities

garbage disposal.
Starting at

91/2 mo. lease +

3 bedrm starting

$760/mo +

utilities.

$1000/mo + utlities

utilities

i.'i

1234 N. Main St. (Ht. 25)
Bowling Green
Mall 419 354-4447
Movie Times 419-354-0558
www.woodlandtc.com

Heinz
Apartments

microwaves, A/C,
Heinzsite Apt..

Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.

419-353-7715 X*b

jfit

Available for Fall 2004

Worship Times
9:l5-1>adilional

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal

J

^/

Bit'

Big Fish (PG-13)

419-352-0717
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

TOWNHOUSES LEFT

1 & 2 bdrms

APARTMENTS

Tin

GREENBRIAR, INC.

FEW 3BDRM

710 N Enterprise

MMMMM in*" EI1M

\ND

msn IIM

Inc.

Disposal -Washer/Dryer

t

FREE HI EAT
= VARSITY
= SQUARE

MANAGEMENT

www.lwhighlandmgmtcom

\^

N

1 Home Depot

HIGHLAND
l

«UtSiTI SOIMHt
AMR! W NTS

1 . -■...

Wo it i.ine care ot you. Best pnee.
well maintained, privacy ana deaabon
security, large apartments
24 hr Maintenance

Call 353-5800

M.MI.II;I

&

Additional Site to Choose 'rom
Summit Hill

$7 for Faculty
and Staff

STOP BY FOR LISTING

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

The Homestead - Graduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A'C. on-sile
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers, skylights.
vaulted ceilings

FREE to Students

2004-2005

. Washington St Bowling Creer

419-354-6036

Its Not Too Late to Get Your

l*mi-

THURSDAY!

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!

HlGHIANl>
fi)

KM

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

SPRING BREAK Free lood parties
& drinks! Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com.
800-985-6789

Sublsr needed! 1 bdrm loft apt S50
off 1st mo rent. Call before Feb 1

KAPLAN

www.KAPTEST.COM

HAPPY

Holiday Personals

Rmle. needed immed. $400 per mo
Incl all util.. cable & local phone No
deposit,
nice
Non-smoker
pref.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ
419-353-5860

NOW RENTING FOR

Hillsdale Apt„ 1082 Fairview

•

Rmte needed ASAP. Lg house
near campus. $300. Pels allowed
419-789-9172

Winlhrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apls available
Call 419-352-9135

ANSWERS

CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT GRE MCAT LSAT
DAT NCLEX

Renting for next school year 2 bdrm
turn, upper apt 419-265-1061 (cell),
419-352-4773 (home)

WELCOME BACK

HI

45
46
47
48
53
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

Twitch
Hovel
Filleted
Quantities of cream
cheese?
Woodland deities
Mighty hardwood
Show-biz notable
Michigan cily
TV brand
2002 Olympics site
Bator Mongolia
Love in Limousin
Shod letter
Liquid measure
Daughter of Tantalus
Rigging support
Boozers
alive'

Close tightly
Albania. Bulgaria.
etc.
John Lennon song
Behold
Pennies
Bakery purchase
On the apex of
Bye-bye!
Muse of history
Harangue
Rubik's toy
Militant deity
Actress Farrow

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SC H00L? LAW SCHOOL? MLD SCHOOL?

One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

At the Student Health Service

'I'iiu:

40
41
42
43

1 American in April 10 the
IRS
6 Guitar gadget
10 Spigots
14 Got up
15 Scandinavian saint
16 Saintly glow
17 Traffic diverters
18 Ms McClurg
19 Rocker Btlly
20 Lang, course
21 Iowa city
24 Smudges
26 Payable on demand
27 More lean and sinewy
29 Bigheaded ones
34 Highways and byways
35 Kirby ot "City Slickers"
36 Even score
37 Travelers' stops
38 French river
39 Dressing gown

Hoi.se avail for May J bdrm
1 block from campus
Call 419-787-7577

1 lemale subleaser lor Sterling Apts.
Late Aug . pool view, last mo. free.
419-575-1741

Management Inc.

Visage
Press
New Jersey city
WNW's opposite
Saves
Female students, once
Robert or Alan
Couple
Carried too far
Taiwan capital
BMW competitor
Goad
Maglie and Mineo
41
Do wrong
42
Graph lead-in
Covers
44
Legal documents
45
Type ot column
47
Idle and Lindros
48
Messy substance
49
New York city
50
Rome's nver
51
Burpee order
52
Grin and
it
5d
Drastic
55
reorganizations
59
39 Memorization by
repetition

2004-2005
800 Third St 1 & 2 bdrm Free heat,
water. & sewer.
616 Second St 1 bdrm, 3 bdrm 8 2
efficiencies Non-smoking apts
137 N. Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.

.„.,

I,„»,„™»-,»I.,I

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38

I
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WWW.BGNE\

8 Thursday. January 29.2004

Hours: Monday-Friday 9am-5pm, Saturday 9am-1pm
check out our website at

www.greenbriarrentals.com

tentional Retake
Bowling Green State University

January 30,
2004
SCATTERED
SNOW
HIGH 14 LOW 3
www.bgnews.com

A daily independent student press

NASA LOOKS MO

/

MOON'S PEAKS NAMED AFTER FALLEN ASTRONAUTS
By MARCIA DUNN
IHE ASSOCIAILD PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. —
NASA's chief reminded staff
members Thursday that "the
consequences ofus not getting it
right are catastrophic, as the
agency paused to remember the
dead
crew
members
of
Columbia,
Challenger
and

Apollo.
\ \SA Administrator Sean
O'keefe said in a televised
address 10 employees that space
exploration is risky hut never
should
result
in
fatalities
because of "complacency, indifference, failure to attend to

detail." Thai should be a solemn
pledge for anyone who works in
the space program, he noted.

The Day of Remembrance
falls three days before the first
anniversary of the (Columbia disaster. O'Keefe said it will l>e an
annual event, always on the last
Thursday of January coming as
close as it does to all three of die
nation's space program catastrophes.
Hie Apollo I fire during a
Countdown test, Ian. 27, 1967,
left three astronauts dead in
their spacecraft on the launch
pad. The Challenger explosion
during liftoff on Ian. 28.1986. left

even single day that Ihcconscquences ofus not getting it right
are catastrophic, and each of
those families will live with this
consequence lor the rest ol their
lives."
At Kennedy Space Center in
Florida, a minute of silence was
observed at noon, Flags Hew at

seven dead. The Columbia
breakup during re-entry on Feb.
1.2003, killed seven more.
O'Keefe choked up as he read
the mil of 17 who "lost their lives

because we failed.''
"Grissom. While. Chaltcc.
Scobee, Smith, McNair, Uesnik.
McAuliffe,
larvis,
Oni/uka.
Husband, McCool, Chawla,
Anderson. Brown, dark and

half-staff. The flags will remain at
hall staff at NASA centers
nationwide through Monday,
when a memorial to the
(Columbia crew will be dedicated
at Arlington National Cemetery
next to the Challenger crew
memorial.
NASA employees were also

Ramon.
"They are not with us today
because when it mattered most,
we failed. And so it is incumbent
upon us to remember not just
today, not once a year, not on the
anniversaries, but ever)' day.

A year later, effects of disaster still ripple through NASA

remembering two men who
died in a helicopter crash in

Feb. 5: NASA backs
away from theory that
the foam was the
root cause
Feb. 26: E-mails reveal
that engineers worried
about damage to the
shuttle's left wing before
the disaster
March 31: E-ma
records show NASA's

chief shuttle engineer,
wrote — but never sent
— a warning that failure
to seek photographs of
possible damage to the
shuttle's left wing was
wrong and "bordenrig on
irresponsible.
April 8: Members of the
investigation board say
NASA relied on a flawed
analysis of damage and
let miscommunication
prevent engineers from
getting photos of the
shut(|e in orbit.
April 17: The board
urges more Ihorough
inspections and in-orbit
picture-taking.
April 23: Shuttle
program manager Ron
Dittemore announces

his plans to resign
following the
investigation
May 23: Investigation
board chairman says
another shuttle could
have been launched to
rescue the astronauts if
the seventy of the wing
damage had been
known
June 24: The board
says a chunk of foam
that smashed into the
left wing is "the most
probable cause."
June 30: Documents
reveal that even as
NASA engineers
debated possible
damage to the shuttle,
a flight director e-mailed
the astronauts to say

BSU
Black
History
walk

lexaslasi Man h while searching
for Columbia wreckage. ,un\ .ill
the early aviation pioneers who
were killed pushing the limits.
In his midda)
address,
O'Keefe announced that three
peaks mi MaiS seen from Ihe
first nl NASA's two newly arrived
rovers
would
be
named

Grissom, White and Chaflee, the
Apollo I crew, I he space agency
already has named its rovci stations alter the Challenger and

SHUTTLE. PAGE 2
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One year after Columbia disintegrated dunng its ill-fated return to Earth's atmosphere, NASA continues
to implement safety reforms to the shuttle program Last month, an oversight group reported progress
but added there is still much work to be done
Feb. 1,2003: Hours
after the accident.
NASA says il will study
whether a piece of foam
insulation that broke off
the fuel tank and hit the
left wing during liftoff
might be the cause. The
government appoints
an independent board
to investigate the
accident.

VOLUME 98 ISSUE 86

there was absolutely
no concern" that
breakaway foam
harmed the spacecraft
Aug. 26: Investigation
board releases 248page report, criticizing
flawed NASA culture
and issuing a series of
recommendations for
the shuttle's safe return
to flight

By Krystal Cobb

It's about that time of year
again for the kickoii ol Black
IlistoiA Month Howevei this
year the kickoii will be filled with
fun and lotsol loud
I he Black Student Union will
he having their first annual Black
llistorj Month kickoii tonight.
I he free event is scheduled limn
8p.m. uniil midnight in the ice
arena and sponsors hope ibis
event will attract students from
all nationalities.
Nicole Daniel, President ol the
Black Student Union said, "flic
executive hoard is very excited
about this because ii has never
lieen done before."
there will be games centered
around the background of Black
I listory. I he intent oi ihe games
are to have fun while al the same
rime learning about the history of
the people and events that have
shaped the society.
A soul food dinner will In1 provided to all who attend, and students will also have the chance to
win prizes dial will be rallied oil

during the festivities.

Oct. 4: NASA sets
September 2004 target
for next shuttle flight.
Jan. 20, 2004:
Oversight group says
NASA is making "solid
progress" in its reforms
to the shuttle program,
but added it is too soon
to know when flights
can resume.

lesHassellAfPMn

Daniel said that there was a
need loi diis eveni lo he held.
because even though there are
events being held for Black
IlistoiA Month mi the campus,
then' were none that were sponsercd In die Black Student
Union.
This event marks the start of
Black IlistoiA month. During the
month ol Februai) Ihere will also
be a Black Student Union week in
which a memorial walk will he
held in ordei to give thanks lo
their ancestors and the struggles
that they went through.
Along with (he help of the
Black Student Union, several
BSU.PAGE 2

FOUND: A small flag marks the location ol the sole ot a
Columbia astronaut's boot, In Bronson. Texas. Saturday Febuary
1, 2003. Thirty-four years alter leaving a heroic footprint and an
american Hag in the lunar dust, the space program left a tragic
imprint across the Pineywoods ol East Texas

SOURCES NASA Associated Press
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Falcons look to move higher in CCHA rankings
By Kevin Shields
SP0BTS REP0H1ER

Only seven points separate
the Falcons from the sixth place
spot in the CO IA and home ice
in the first round play-off series.
They will look to make a change
in that when the Ohio State
Buckeyes come to town tomorrow night fora big CGI IA matchup.
"Again we're coming off a hot
weekend, which we'd like to
think as our lies! weekend of the
year so far." senior defenseman
Kevin Bieksa said. "Having them
come in is going to be big, considering the last game didn't go
the way we wanted it to at all. We
feel we're a team that can beat
teams like Ohio State at the top
of the league and we've proved
that this year. This is going to be
a giune that we'll definitely be up

for. It's an Important game for
our season and getting us up in
those standings.
In their last meeting, the
Buckeyes came into the BGSU
Ice Arena in
late November
and beat the
Falcons 7-0.
The
Buckeyes will
come into the
weekend ranked No. 15 in die
national polls and widi a record
of (15-12-0 overall, 10-9-0
CCHA). 'ITtey currenUy sit in the
fifth spot in the league standings,
only four points out of first place.
Up front, forwards Paul
Caponigri and Dave Steckel are
both among the top 10 goal scorers in the league, Caponigri has
13 goals, along with 10 assists on
die year, while Steckel has 12

goals and seven assists
On defense, the Buckeyes are
lead by Nate Gucnin and Doug
Andress. Both have 15 assists on
die year to lead the team in thai
category.
Mike Betz is
the man in net
for
the
Buckeyes with
a goals against
average of .911
with three shutouts to his name.
Iliis includes a 26 save performance he had the last lime these
teams met in November, where
he shutdown the Falcon offense
to record his second shutout of
the year.
For
the
Falcons,
Steve
Brudzewski is coming off a
diree-goal weekend, which put
him second on the team in goals
with eight. He sits behind Brett

# f@t

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

SATURM¥

si

Pilkington who has nine, including a goal last weekend.
Tile sophomore forward has
lipped his production from his
first year, but knows he still has
some work to do.
"My year hasn't been too bad,"
Pilkington said. "I feel I could
contribute more than I have, but
I'm happy with where I'm at
right now. I have to continue to
improve more though and con

tribute so we can keep winning."
D'Arcy McConvcy continues
to lead the team in scoring with
17 points on the season. He
knows how big the split at
Fairbanks this past weekend was
to the team.
"It was a big weekend gelling
to be the first team to win in
Alaska," McConvcy said. "It's also
good that we've split the last
three weekends, but at the Same

SUNDAY
Partly
Cloudy

High: 18'
Low-12'

time we feel we could'w won a
lew more of those games.

Knowing we've beaten big teams
though has helped our confidence, and this weekend we're
going to make sure thai what
happened last time won't happen again."
Ionian Sigalet made 87 saves

this past weekend and continues
to play every game for the
falcons in net I (is goals against
average Is2.76on the year with a
sale percentage of 318, and he
has one shutout to his total.
The falcons and Buckeyes will
drop the puck tomorrow night al
7:05 p.m al the BG Ice Arena
I'l.iy b\ pla\ of the game is on
HH.l I'M with Andy Tunis doing
the commentary.

MONDAY
Mostly
Cloudy

High: 25
Low: 24'

As I IS officials continue to
identify and clean-up computers infected with the MyDoom
e-mail virus, a new variant of the
worm and traces of the Nachi
virus—which came onto campus in the fall— are causing
additional concern.
According to Kent Strickland,
information security officer,
dozens of computers—mostly
in the residence halls—have
been identified as being infected with one of the \ ii uses.
Ihe
MyDoom
variantwinch
is
being
dubbed
MyDoom.b—Is designed to
attack Microsoft Windows and
can make external websites,
unreachable for the user. It can
also affect peer-to-peer applications like KaZaA.
Today the virus is set to
launch an attack on the website
of Santa Cruz Operation, one of
the world's largest sellers of the
Unix operating system.
Ijliror's Note: Cull Hrlmology
Support Center at .172-0999 for
more information or help.

TUESDAY
Rain/
Snow

I ligli: 34"
Low: 22"

Mosth
Cloudy

High: 24*
low: 7'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT 'YVWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Third Generation of Feminist

Ce* Ready for
Super Bowl Sunday!

By Hindy VanHoulen

hi? sub

REPORTER

i for the

i? ?ame
IBWAK

caters to you

A new wave of feminism is
here, and it is not the bra burning
women's rights movement of the
1960s and 1970s, it's Third Wave
Feminism.
A new generation of young
women are keeping their clothes
on while fighting for their voices
and rights to be heard as they
learn from the lessons gained by
the women's rights movements of
(he past.
Today from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at
the Women's Center, Victoria
Newsom, a graduate student
from
the
School
of
Communication Studies will present "Riding the Waves: An
Examination of Third Wave
Feminism."
"Third wave feminism is a

Co-sponsors
unite for BHM
$5 OFF

•SUBWAY.■

524 E. Woostcr • 854 S. Main • 1234 N. Main
i

24-HOUR NOTICE NEEDED /

other organizations are also affiliated with the kkkoff, including
the Latino Student Union,
Undergraduate
Student
Government and the African
American Graduate Student
Association.
"Black History Month is not just
for African Americans but for all
people to make them aware of our
history," Daniel said. "Vve would
like to invite all students to come
out and celebrate this evening
with us"

■avyvh\v»v\^it^^wt.wwLVbVb"«^«^LVirW.rw;
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DELIVER •

3 5 3

7 7 7 0

«

Ws-<3fnderSJ
Delicious OYEIV BAKED
GRINDERS

Delivered to your

n Off
Delivery7
Only"

door
353-7770

»• BinlMnm
I oflet only good w'coupon
I not good w/ any other oilers

523

E.

Wooster St.

•

GXD. 3 31 04'

419-353-7770

l':i, ,'i-i11« Dine in Carrvout Delivery Party Tnys . |

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Available for Fall 2004
Heinz
Apartments

Mercer
Manor

Columbia
Courts

323 & 331
South Mercer Rd

Thurstin Avenue

3 Bedrm,2 Bath w/

full basement,

3 bedrm, 2 bath

3 bedrm, 2 bath,

fireplace, furnished,

washer/dryer

w/fireplace, A/C,

furnished.

microwave,

Starting at

furnished,

$825/mv +

dishwasher and

utilities

451 & 424 Frazee five.
818 N. Enterprise

Campbell Hill
Apartments
2+3 Bedrm town-

903-935

house w/1 1/2 baths,

microwaves, A/C,
garbage disposal,

hookup, A/C, garbage
disposal, and
dishwasher.

and dishwasher.

2 bedrm starting

Starting at

$79P/nw+

garbage disposal.

$yoo/month

utilities

Starting at

91/2 mo. lease +

3 bedrm starting

S760/mo +

utilities.

SlOOO/mo+utftles

utilities

Hours: Monday-Friday 9am 5pm, Saturday 9am-1pm
check out our website at

, www.greenbriarrentals.com

movement itself, but also about
today's numerous organizations
and media outlets devoted to
Third Wave Feminism.
The Third Wave Foundation is
just one organization committed
to the third wave cause. This grass
roots organization is located in
New York City and helps support
the leadership of young women
ages 15 to 30 by providing public
education, resources and relationship building opportunities.
One example of the support
provided by the foundation
involves providing money for
women in need of abortions;
these are women who would otherwise not have access to safe
professional medical care.
Other media outlets informing
the public about Third Wave
Feminism include sexingthepolitical.com and thirdwave.com,

both Internet sites are online
journals containing articles and
columns about the third wave.
Today's presentation on Third
Wave Feminism is the first in a
series of presentations that will be
given this semester at the
Women's Center to educate the
public on women's issues,
according to Patricia White, graduate assistant at the Women's
Center. White said all students,
faculty and community members are welcome to attend.
"Third Wave Feminism gets
ideas out and people see things
from a female's point of view,"
Newsom said.

NASA cutbacks, cut down
SHUTTLE. FROM PAGE 1

BSU, FROM PAGE 1

YOUR PURCHASE OF A
THREE FOOT PARTY SUB.

movement by and for young people. Its getting women's ideas,
goals, motives and choices recognized," Newsom said.
The
movement
started
between the mid 1980s and early
1990s and it is focused on women
ages 15 to 30. The women who
take part in Third Wave Feminism
feel misunderstood and misrepresented by older generations,
creating a tension between the
present and the past generations
of men and women.
In the past and present, many
women choose to stay at home
instead of going to work,
Newsom said this is one of the
choices women make that
should be respected and just an
example of the choices the third
wave movement supports.
At Newsom's presentation she
will speak not only about the

Columbia crews.
Observers say the agency's
leaders appear lo be working
hard to eradicate fear of reprisal
for speaking out about potential
problems, a culture blamed in
pan for the Columbia disaster.
"Obviously, that kind of attitude comes from the top
down," says lose Garcia, a

retired space shuttle operations
manager who took his complaints about NASA safety cutbacks to the White House in
1995,
Garcia keeps in touch with
former co-workers and the
word is, "things are getting [letter; they're headed in the right
direction." He worries time will
take its toll, as it did after ihe
Challenger accident, and that

budget crunches and schedule
pressures will start piling up
once more and threatening the
progress he sees.
Dr. Ion Clark, a NASA neurologist who lost his wife, Laurel,
aboard Columbia, is among
those dissatisfied with the
progress one year later. He says
he sees and hears enough to
know that resistance persists in
NASA.

Community Service Hours Completed
in Fall Semester 2003
by the following:
BGSUrve
Student Alumni Association
College Republicans
Philosophy Club
Royal Greens
Alpha Phi Omega
Mortar Board
Ballroom Dance Society
American Chemical
Society Student Affiliates
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Residence Life
Greek Fraternities and Sororities

Office of

Ca

I

involvement

These groups performed a wide variety of
service including:
Columbus City Council
Residence Life
Theater Department
Rural Opportunities
National Panhellenic Council
Adopt-a-Highway
Woodlane
Blakely Rehabilitation and Nursing
Home
Greater Cleveland Habitat for
Humanity
Alterra Sterling House
Wood County Committee on Aging
Martha's Kitchen
American Red Cross
Boy Scouts
Fairview Manor
Wellness Connection
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
Helping Hands
United Way
Ohio Reads
Aids Quilt
Salvation Army
Crim Elementary School
Milton Elementary School
BG Elementary Libraries
Life Connection of Ohio

Kidney Foundation
BGSU Chemistry Department
St. Thomas Moore University Parish
Ronald McDonald House
Toledo Zoo
Children's Hospital
Children's Miracle Network
Magarite D'Youville program
Josina Lott Residential and
Community Services
Assistance Dogs of America
Maumee Valley Habitat for Humanity
"Help a Child" Tutors
The Link
Toledo Northwest Ohio Food Bank
Ann Grady Corporation
Suitably Attired
Toledo Museum of Art
Toledo Area Metroparks
Frederick Douglass Community
Association / Family Enrichment
Center
Big Brothers / Big Sisters of
Northwest Ohio
Sunset House
YMCA Toledo, Ft. Meigs Center for
Health Promotion

Total Hours: 19,427
Total Student Volunteers: 2,500
Thanks to these individuals for their hard
work and dedication to the community!
New system of reporting service hours:
-Complete a service project
-Go online to http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/postservicesurvey.html
-Complete the easy form to report your hours, type of service, and people
involved
-Repeat this process immediately following each service activity
If you are interested in more service opportunities, please request to receive the
weekly service updates at involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Find out about ways to Get Involved:
'Contact the Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
372-2343; lnvolved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/
BGSU Service Drive: February 9 through March 21.
How many hours will you serve?''
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TOLKIEN MATERIAL ADDED AT MARQUETTE
Now that J.R.R. Tolkien's properties are blockbuster
movies, they in turn are very good for Marquette,
which is adding to its world-class collection of original
Tolkien material. Marquette already owns the complete 9,250-page original manuscript of "The Lord of
the Rings," and is acquiring a major collection of secondary sources about Tolkien. Marquette will host an
international conference on Tolkien's work in 2004.

CAMPUS
get a ljfe

Poster Boys
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The calendar of events is taken from
lilIp:.'UiMvb^sii.cilu ..ilcnd.ir L.ili'iul.ii.hliiil

9 a.nx-6 p.m.
Poster Sale
Sponsored by University
Activities Organization
Union Multipurpose Room

Examination of Third
Wave Feminism
107 Hanna Hall

10,1.111. 1 p. I n.

Thomjs Sim BG N»s

Bun,
DACSi Mela Duo
Digital Arts Concert
Series mrmirrng
Saxophones and
electronics
(hllew of Musical Arts

2:30p.m.-3:30p.m.
Workshop: How to Ciet
an Internship
Carter Center, 305 Stuldlemire

Papa lohn's Pizza Card Sales
h'undraiser for Phi Beta
Sigma for events and
scholarships
Union Looby
WALL ART: Don Maxson (left) and Nathan Nickerson look through the posters in search of
the most appealing ones at the bi-annual poster sale in the Union.

^^^^^^^
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7 p.m.- 10 p.m.
Screening of Various
Regional Indian Rims
Sponsored by ihe
India Student
Associalion
318 Union

l:30p.m.-3:30p.m.
Women's Research
Network: An

11 p.m.
UAO Movie: Radio
Sponsored by University
Acliviiii's Organization
Union Theater

Graduate Senate votes on additional health care fees to U. students
By Scott rHes
SENIOR REPORTER

The Graduate Student Senate voted
last Friday on an issue to add another fitin order to cover certain health can lienefits at the Student I lealth (inter.
The issue addressed the use of certain
services provided by the University's
I lealth Center such as, lab work, blood
tests, x-rays and other items that some
student insurance do not cover.
IX-idre Rogers, president of GSS said
that she thinks this is a good opportunity
for all students.
"This fee will allow students to utilize
services that they would otherwise have

guess work out of our jobs if students
could get the tests done and not have ro
pay for each tiling separately."
[Xigan also said thai the tests provide
hard evidence for what the students illnesses really are and that way they are
able to prescribe the right medication so
that students do not have to come back
several times to get medications.
As it stands right now, most students
pay for part of the services that will be covered under this new fee. This fee will be an
upright cost of $20 in the fall and spring
and SI 0 in the summer and will eliminate
any other charges for non anesthetic procedures and tests

to go back home to their preferred health
care provider," she said.
Rogers said that she has been in support of this issue ever since it has come up.
"I think even the students that are
against it will see the benefits of this in the
future," she said.
Amy Dugan, assistant director and clinical coordinator of the Student Health
Center and member of the Health
Advisory Committee spoke at Ihe GSS
meeUng Friday in support of this piece of
legislation.
"This fee would cover any work that
students had to get done at our facility,"
she said. "Plus it would take a lot of the

uQ

Falcon Had
www.bgsufalcona.com.

Apartment Living^
NEWIWE
RelmTu

BCSU vs. Ohio State
7:05 p.m.
Saturday
January 31st
BGSU Ice Arena

128 W. WOOSTER: One bdrm. unturn. apt. Located Downtown. $255.00 - $410.00 per mo. ♦ electric.

Two Bedroom Apts.
311 S. MAIN «A: Large Two bdrm unlum apt. Located above a Downtown Business $575.00 . utilities.
507 and 525 E. MERRY: TWo bdrm turn. Apt across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Washer dryer In building.

Efficiency Apts.
128 W. WOOSTER: Located above a Downtown Business. FREE WATER & SEWER.

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

iiimir

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

"All Day, Everyday"
,

"x;>- Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

"

Filling

■ 11» fias»tl

.

Two bedroom apartments

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

>**-7*7*
( P a p a )
I 9H QBt) SEH

cash

' checks

1 Large, 1 Item
t
VllliOI
auiN
ACTS.

www.nowlovcronlty.com
nowlovoinfo I nowloverentals.com

332 S. Main
Bowling Green

For Ticket information 1-877 BCSU Ticket

..:-•.,

CV"
■
XlUfll

114 8. MAIN: One bdrm unturn. apt. Laundry facilities on site. Located Downtown. $255 00 lo
$390.00 per mo. ♦ elec.

Four eontoatanta will have a chance to
win prize* from Moljor during the flrtt
and second intermissions!
Also don't miss out on your chance to
win FREE T-Shirts during the Wayne
Home* Power Flay Period!

vtltaaJetff-v«Hi6>«laeM»iiiHH

„
.
One Bedroom Apts.

117 LEHMAN: Large on* bdrm lowar duplex close to Downtown. $485.00 per mo. * utilities.

MEIJER NIGHT

2 Block* from
Campus
4&0 Lehman
3S4-3J533

the same insurance.
Overall GSS seemed to be in support of
this plan with this piece of legislation
passing 32-1,
A similar version of this issue was also
passed through the Undergraduate
Student Government Rogers said dial
Ixnli I1SG and GSS passed this issue both
last year and this year.
This legislation will not IK- in effect this
semester, but if everything goes well,
Rogers said that it will hopefully be implemented next liill.

Bettina Shuford, Assistant Vice
President for the Student Affairs/Health
Advisory Committee, said that this will
probably increase the number of students
that use the health center as well and it
will allow mole students to get more routine tests done.
The fee will not be an additional cost to
students with health insurance either. The
added cost will br subtracted from what
students presently pay for insurance.
Therefore, they will lie paying the same
amount on their insurance.
Another hem-lit to ibis plan is that any
students who have spouses will be covered under tills fee as well as if thev are on

t
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Are You Concerned about
Sexual Assault on Campus?
Educate yourself & others, become a part of:

MEMPSA
or

I
N

<

i
i
n i
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' i

January 30th - 4:00pm to 6:00pm @
The Wellness Connection - 170 Health Center
Questions? Call: 372-2120

i <

(refreshments provided)

J !

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/health/wellness/caso.html
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QUOTEI \(IK)TK
"I should have picked it up at the final
proofreading stage, but unfortunately it
slipped though."
GUY PROCTOR, editor of Trail, on the hiking magazine's publishing a route
plan that, if followed, would've plunged readers down
Britian's largest mountain, Ben Nevis
QMNMHIUM)

OPINION

Ephedra vs. all natural healthiness
On Dec. 30,2003 the Food and
Drug Administration issued a
consumer alert to inform people
that within 60 days the dietary
supplement ephedra would no
longer lx? sold legally.
There are 200 supplements
(hat contain ephedra. Some of
those include Ripped Fuel, Trim
Spa, Metabolift and
Hydroxadrine.
On the FDAs official Web site,
the administration decided that
ephedra is an "unreasonable

risk" to consumers. We believe
the ban is a good idea and do not
feel supplements for weight loss
are a safe way to lose weight.
And the University offers students many programs that help
students remain healthy and
happy.
Por one, all University students
have the opportunity to see a
University dietician.
When is a better time than college to get an individual analysis
on what you should be eating?

The service is completely free
and all students may schedule
an appointment with Student
Health Services. The number is
419-372-2271.
Not only do we have someone
to help us get our diets in order,
but look at our recreational center. Beside the 14 handball/racquetball courts, three squash
courts, four full and three half
basketball courts, indoor track,
archery/golf studio, three weight
rooms, two pools and a climbing

wall, (take a breath) during the
week there are 40 fitness classes
offered free to students.
The rec center also offers a service called FITWELL This service
includes cholesterol and blood
pressure screening, a body composition test, health risk assessment and aerobic capacity treadmill test.
When testing is finished, the
student gets an assessment
report and a one-on-one session
with the analyst to understand

.LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
U. should close
for the safety
of the students
I will be the first to admit that
every morning this week, the first
thing I did when I got up was get
on the internet and look for
school delays and closings. I just
cant help that urge, because I'm
all so accustomed to it from high
school.
However, what I noticed in
particular, especially Tuesday
and Wednesday, was that most, if
not all, of the major school districts closed.
In fact, on Wednesday a level
two snow emergency was issued
for Wood County. This is a dangerous tiling. Ikir those of you
who don't know, snow emergencies are categorized as level one,
two, or three depending on road
conditions and overall weather.
A level one emergency basically advises motorists to use
caution on the roads because the
conditions are hazardous. Level
two is described as extremely
dangerous conditions in which
driving is discouraged.
On 13abc.com, where I found
that Wood County was at a level
two emergency, they discouraged driving and suggested that
people should contact their
employer to sec if you should
attend work. level three means
that you can actually get into
trouble for driving.
Why were there classes during
a level two snow emergency?
Not all students are on-campus students. A co-worker of
mine, as well as a full-lime student at the University, said that
driving on 1-75 was a slow
process because of the snow and
ice this morning. I le also told
me about the accidents he saw
on Tuesday when there wasn't a
snow emergency.
I believe there were two jackknifed semi-trucks and an 11 car
pile-up on 1-75 that day. Lucky
for him, he wasn't one of those
11, but it took almost an extra
hour to get to school that day.
Wednesday's snow emergency
should have warranted at least a

delay so that commuters didn't
have to rush through unsafe conditions to get to class.
Sure, absences by commuters
are partially forgiven during the
winter because of such things,
but valuable information is
missed in the classroom, for the
protection of these students, at
least a delay should have been
ordered.
To the best of my knowledge,
University students have made it
through the commute without
any major catastrophes this winter, but this winter is far from
over. If the University truly wants
to look out for its entire student
body, instead of just those that
live on campus, they would
adhere to such warnings made
by the weather service and
broadcast across the television
station.

JEREMY JOSEPH
STUDENT

Republicans
need to address
US. problems
I would like to thank Ms
lbrtorclla for writing her column.
It takes guts to make such bold
accusations against a large group
of people.
As a liberal, it is not my only
mission to attack President Bush.
I have issues with his national
security policy (is there such a
thing in this country?) and his
domestic policy (No Child left
with the opportunity for a good
education... oops, Behind). Not
to mention all of the other policies he has implemented or
attempted to implement. If anyone is interested, check out:
<http://www.thousandreasons.o
rg/>
A little information for you
concerning the Clinton and Bin
laden reference. When Bin
laden was being held by the
Sudanese government, Clinton
was not "offered" Bin Laden like
so many think. Clinton had no
evidence to convict or even
detain Bin Laden at that time. If
he had lied to the American peo-

ple about evidence that did not
exist, however, he would have
been in the same predicament as
Bush.
Your attacks on the United
Nations are unfounded. How can
we ignore weapons that aren't
there?
Never mind the fact that the
United States also didn't bother
to look for the weapons before a
year ago. The United States, however, has been urgently looking
for these weapons after Bush
decided that Iraq was an immediate threat.
1 also learned something new
about France and Germany in
your column. No where else have
1 heard any mention of France
and Germany's "personal political agendas."
But you are right, Bush is a
smart guy. I le knows how to use
money to get the things he
needs. His resume, quoted from
his official biography: Owner, oil
and gas business; Partner, Texas
Rangers Baseball Team;
Governor of Texas; and President
of the United States. From my
point of view, he has a lot of
experience that qualifies him as
being an "average" American.
According to you, I, as a liberal,
have no morals or principles.
And yet, I want to help provide
health care to all Americans,
equal access to higher education,
and equal rights for everyone. I
am accepting of other religions,
even lack of religion. All the
while, the conservatives of this
country want to help business
and themselves.
My problem with, not only
Bush, but all Republicans, is that
they need to look beyond their
white picket fences. They need to
see the poverty, the lack of education, the lack of jobs, the lack
of healthcare and the lack of support for the elderly that is facing
this country. They don't, however,
need to look as far as Mars.
As of yet, there are no rich people up there to lift up and no
minorities, no poor and no
women to oppress.

ON THE STREET

'For Valentine's Day. my boyfriend and I went to our favorite miaurans. When we wens back so his apartmem to watch
movies, I walked in and on she kischen sable was a bostle of wine, a rose and a card He sold me so go look in his bedroom.
and sitting on his bed was a life-size pink stuffed Eeyore To sop she nighs off, he sensed my favorite movie. Steeping Beauty.
on VHS. He had to borrow a VCR, too. '

SARA
FORD
inion Columnist

M
TIM CORMHOFF
JUNIOR, AVIATIONS

"Panthers win, 17-14."

JIMMY MUELLER
JUNIOR, AVIATIONS
"Panthers win, 35-24.'

CHRIS AUGUST
JUNIOR, JOURNALISM

"Patriots win, 28-24."

health complications and at least
100 deaths attributed to the use
of supplements that contain it
And if the National Football
league, National Collegiate
Athletic Association and
International Olympic
Committee have banned the use
of ephedra for all of their athletes, doesn't it seem like a good
idea not to depend on such supplements?
We encourage being healthy in
a natural way.

Starbucks' invasion
may take Grounds

What is your
Superbowl prediction?

AMANDA DLUGIEWICZ
STUDENT

Do you have a favorite Valentine's Day memory? Share It with usl E-mail your Valentine's
Day story (500 word limit) to thenews9bgnews.com by Feb. 6 at 5 p.m. Our favorites will
be printed in the Valentine's Day section of the BG News, on Wednesday, Feb. 10.

what the results mean and what
kind of exercise program the person should adhere to.
The entire F1TWEU. program
does cost freshman, sophomores
and juniors $20. But good news
for the seniors — the program is
free.
So, here at our University there
is no reason to take drugs like
ephedra, especially because,
according to an article in the
New York Times, there have been
about 1,000 reports of serious

I recently discovered that
Starbucks is invading our happy
little town this summer, and
even I have some mixed feelings
about it. I truly love their coffee
and sickly sweet frappacinos
(which hardly taste like coffee),
and I was thrilled at first to hear
this news. But only at first.
Think of what Ihis will mean
for other local coffeehouses;
namely my favorite — Grounds
for Thought. The Carnation
Cafe, along with many other
dining services, is supplied with
Grounds coffee, but this will
soon change, I'm sure.
And take a guess where
Starbucks' new location will be.
Hint: it will be in the Student
Union. And my guess is the
Carnation Cafe is going, going,
gone.
I lonestly, Grounds' coffee is
just as good, if not way better
than Starbucks'. Yet, it goes
much further than just the quality of their products.
The business strategy of
Starbucks is no secret. They
invade areas by coincidentry situating themselves next to a
small coffeehouse in order to
steal all their business, and
hopefully drive them into the
ground. Ihis is capitalism; and
may the best cup of joe win,
right?
Unfortunately, people are so
convinced Starbucks is inherently better because it's such a
huge chain. All those crazy kids
hanging out at Starbucks can't
be wrong, right?
I'm not sure about elsewhere,
but in my hometown the local
Starbucks is a haven for rich
kids drinking frappacinos while
chatting on their shiny cell
phones. There is literally a
crowd outside (in the warmer
days, remember those?) and
inside of kids who go there simply to be seen. What does this
indicate about the image of
Starbucks?
All those snobby pseudobohemians make me sick as I ■
walk through the door into the

STEPHANIE GARLOCK

darkly lit Starbucks, glancing at
the clearance rack, and bobbing
my head to Leonard Cohen
coming through the loudspeaker when it hits me: as I sneer at
them, I am also supporting this
commercialized and mass produced high culture.
It's elitism that soon looses its
meaning, because anyone with
$ 1.60 can easily purchase a regular sized coffee from Starbucks.
There's something about carrying that cup around that
screams: I pay too much for a
drink thai costs a mere fraction
to make!
You see, one of the wonderful
things about Grounds for
Thought is you can't go to a
nearby city and find a Grounds
with the same setup, same lighting fixtures and the same sad
crowd peering morosely over
their high-priced coffee.
We've heard this argument
before, folks. When Panera
Bread Company first arrived, we
shuddered at the prospect of a
chain restaurant with a certain
image (for its store and its
employees). Another famous
example is the Wal-Marting of
America.
These businesses offer a kind
of security or dependability. You
can arrive in Anytown, U.SA,
and know precisely what to
expect from a Panera or a
Starbucks, and know you can go
to Wal-Mart and find literally
anything (including fuzzy handcuffs, I might add). But, is Ihis
security worth sacrificing our
right to choose?
I'm not saying ban Starbucks.
I'm not arrogant enough to
believe my opinion matters so
much as to effect your decision.
Yet, if any of our local coffeehouses go under after its arrival,
I know I'll feel like a huge jerk
for all the times I went to
Starbucks instead.
Let's face it, if their one
Bowling Green location went
under, it doesn't even put a dent
in Starbucks' business. If
Grounds went under, than it
would truly be a loss
Anyone who lias any insights,
qualms or the much-desired
liale mail can e-mail responses
to: saraep@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Do you have an opinion?

"Patriots win, 28-24."

Send all opinions to:
thenews@bgnews.com
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BG tennis
confident
for Wright
St match
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The Bowling Green women's
tennis team will play Wright State
Sunday at the Shadow Valley
lennis Club in Toledo.
After splitting two matches last
week, the Falcons are ready to get
back into action. The Falcons fell
to Michigan State, 6-1, but
rebounded" the next day to shut
out Youngstown State, 7-0.
"We feel confident right now,"
BG coach Penny Dean said. "We
played well in the Youngstown
State match, and we've had good
intensity in the practices this
week."
Bowling Green last faced Wright
State at the BGSU Invitational on
Sept. 27-28. No team scores were
kept in the match, but a number of
Falcons singles players and doubles teams walked away with wins.
"The last time we saw them was
in our fall tournament, and I think
we won most of our matches
against them, but of course you
always hare to be ready for anything," Dean said. "I think all of the
matches will definitely be competitive."
The Falcons have been hampered by injury problems and visa
problems during this half of the
season.
Lindsey Mix has a lower back
injury and Laura Kokinda tore her
ACL at practice last week and is
scheduled to have surgery. She will
miss the rest of the season.
Gaby Coello is still in Ecuador,
where she has been since winter
break. Dean hopes Coello will be
back in the lalcon lineup soon.
On the bright side, Dean said
freshman Ashley Jakupin will
return to the lineup against Wright
State. She missed the first two
matches while recovering from a
knee injury.
Despite the injuries and the
missing players, the coach
remains optimistic.
"I've really been pleased with
how we've been playing, but we're
missing our number three and
number four players," Dean said.
"We played challenge matches a
couple weeks ago that added good
intensity and focus"
Sunday's matches will begin at 1
pm.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BG hosts meet, rival UT
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

The BG women's track team
will compete at home today
against Cincinnati, Indiana
Purdue Fort Wayne, and
University of Toledo.
After facing tough competition from several conferences
last weekend, the Falcons are
chasing a win heading into this
meet.
"We certainly hope to come
away with a victory," head coach
Scott Sehmann said.
One of the highlights of the
meet will be die distance events,
as BG faces distance rival Toledo.
The Falcons will be led by their
top distance runner, Amber
Culp, who had a personal best in
the 3000 meters last weekend in
Ann Arbor. Gulp's competition
in the 3000 meters will most likely come in the form of Stephanie
Dobberfuhl,
Jackie
Baumgartner, and Megan little,
who placed ninth, tenth and
eleventh respectively in last
weekend's Central Collegiate
Conference Championships at
Eastern Michigan.
"We will try to balance our
attacks for the 800 |meters| all
the way up to the 5000 meters. If
we have a balanced attack, we'll
have a good meet," Sehmann
said.
BG also looks to be competitive in the sprint events.
"We are starting to find a few
more individuals who have
stepped up in sprints," Sehmann
said after last weekend's meet.
"We're looking to do well there
come conference time."
Cincinnati will also bring a

By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANr SPORTS EDITOR

Ben Swanger BG News

GOING FOR THE LEAD: A Bowling Green runner, No. 7, tries to pass a Western Michigan runner in
the quintangular meet at Bowling Green's Perry Field House Jan. 17. The Falcons host their second
meet of the season tonight.
competitive squad to the meet.
The Bearcats took first in several
events at last weekend's
Otterbein
Invitational
in
Westerville, Ohio.
"Cincinnati has typically been
a competitor in Conference
USA," Sehmann said.
"We
expect them to be competitive."
The Indiana UniversityPurdue University Fort Wayne
(IPFW) Mastadons will also be
taken as serious competition by

the Falcons. The Mastadons
competed in their first meet of
the 2004 indoor season just last
weekend. IPFW's Gina Pruitt
came away from this meet with a
new school record in the 600
meters (1:47.231.
"Fort Wayne is in their third or
fourth year. They are slowly
building a program and I'm sure
they'll be competitive along the
way," Sehmann said.
The tough teams BG faced last

Women still in MAC West dogfight; men host Thundering Herd
THE BG NEWS

It sounds like a broken record,
but with the parity in MidAmerican Conference women's
basketball, home games have
become even more important.
Bowling Green's women are
the epitome of that fact.
BG, off to one of its best starts
in recent memory entering
Tuesday night's game at Eastern,
now finds itself in a dogfight in
the MAC's West Division with
Buffalo
up
tomorrow
at

Anderson Arena
BG enters the game still in third
place in the West at 4-2 after its
61-59 defeat at the hands of the
Eagles, but with Ball State (5-3)
and Eastern and Northern Illinois
(both 4-3) nipping at its heels.
Falcons coach Curt Miller
spoke about his concern with
Buffalo's physicality and the
problems that factor presents
after Iuesday night's game, and
the Bulls are 2-4 in conference
play entering the game. UB has

Carolina
a mirror
image of
Pats in'02

beaten Central Michigan and
Marshall thus far, and is led by
veteran Jessica Kochendorfer,
who averages 13.9 points and 8.1
rebounds per game. In addition
to Kochendorfer, two Bulls score
in double figures, including
Brooke Meunier (12.7) and Kim
Kilpela(lOJ).
The Falcons could have distanced themselves from Uiat second pack with a win over
Eastern, who along with BG, has
surprised some in conference

this season. But the Eagles
stymied BG's offensive attack in
the late stages and held on for the
win.
And the mad doesn't get any
easier for the Falcons. Miller has
spoken numerous times this season about the importance of his
team's success in lanuary,
because February includes trips
to Miami, Ohio University and
Central and a visit from West
Division-leading
Western
Michigan.

weekend in Ann Arbor can only
benefit them as they try for a win
against MAC rival Ibledo as well
as IPFW and Cincinnati. Today's
meet will serve as another
chance for the team to work on
dieir goals of consistency and
conditioning, as well as dropping their times.
The meet will be held at the
Perry Field House. Field events
will begin at 5 p.m., followed by
lite track events.

BG VS. MARSHALL
WHAT/WHERE: Mid-American
Conference men's tilt;
Bowling Green, Ohio
3:30 p.m. at Anderson Arena
RECORDS: BG 8-10. 4-4
MAC; Marshall, 7-9,4-4
MAC.
SCOUTING MARSHALL
Marshall lost lo Miami
Wednesday, 51-48 in overtime. The Thundering Herd
held the RedHawks scoreless
lor eight minutes in the second half
RADIO; WPFX-FM 107.7,
WCWA-AM 1230

Two years ago, everyone
was certain that the St. IXIULS
Rams were going to win the
Super Bowl.
The Rams finished the season 14-2 and liad just won the
big game two years earlier.
On top of that, they were playing the New England Patriots,
a team that should've considered themselves lucky to be
playing for a championship.
Fast forward to this year's
contest and it looks like a mirror image.
'!his time it is New England
coming in with the impressive
record and an NFL championship under their belt. And
yet again, it will be the underdogs - the Carolina Panthers Uiat walk away with die rings
and the trip to Disney World.
Carolina comes into the
game with one glaring advantage—a sound running attack.
This is almost a necessity for a
team looking to win a Super
Bowl
With Stephen Davis running over defenses and
DeShaun Foster running
around them, Carolina will be
able to control the clock. And
with New England's defensive
leader, Tedy Bruschi, questionable for the game, the Panthers
should be able to expose this
advantage even more
The next weapon Carolina
will bring to the game is a
receiving corps with mental
toughness, something most
wide outs don't have when
they are confronted by
Patriots' defensive backs Ty
Law and Rodney Harrison.
Veteran wide receiver Muhsin
Muhammad has been known
to put blocks on defensive
ends and Steve Smith's toughness speaks for itself, and he Ls
looking forward to the physical
play.
"No. I like it," he said. "|Ty
Law] can play however he
wants. You can be as physical
as you want, but you still have
to play the game"
Being as physical as possible
is the name of the game for the
Panthers' defense, which
begins and ends widi dieir line.
Brcntson Buckner, Kris
lenkins, Julius Peppers and
CAROLINA, PAGE 6

Undefeated UNC comes to BG
By Jason A Duon
SPOR'S REPORTER

The Bowling Green State gymnastics team has rhapsodized
about how great they want to
become.
Now, with last weekend's loss
to Southeast Missouri State
tucked into their memory banks
and a dual meet with an undefeated North Carolina Tar Heel
squad looming tomorrow, the
I,il< iins will be able to see how
good they already are.
"We didnt have a good meet
last weekend and I think a lot of
that had to do with how young
they are," head coach Dan
Connelly said. "This weekend's
meet will tells us a lot about ourselves and I certainly think being
able to compete with a team like
North Carolina would boost the
confidence leveL
"On the other hand, if we are
able to beat them, then the confidence level will be really high," he
said. "But we know it's going to be
a tough meet."

BGI1-1, 1-0) posted a 191.425
team score in their last meet
compared to an impressive
193.450 score in the season opener.
Despite the stark contrast in
performances, Connelly said he
wants to keep that in perspective
and focus more on the teams
steady improvement, instead.
The Falcons have been led by
co-captain Melissa Popovich,
who was named Mid-American
Conference Gymnast of the week
during both weeks of competii ii ii i and established new careerhighs of 39.225 and 39.275,
respectively.
Kristen DiPietro has recorded
a second (38.225) and fifth-place
(37.125) finish in BG's first two
meets of the season.
"I would say the comeback
that Marie-live (Boisvert) is making has helped die team...Kari
Elste is another individual that
has made a big contribution,"
Connelly said. "I think everyone
has experienced the usual aches

and pains, but all of them have to
continued to work hard toward
getting better."
Twenty-second year head
coach Derek Galvin and his UNC
Tar Heels will be competing
against the Falcons for the first
time since 1998 and making dieir
first trip to Bowling Green.
Galvin said his team is looking
forward to experiencing a different type of climate.
"We are headed up there widi
our eyes wide open and looking
forward to an adventure," he said.
"We heard it's in the teens, but
hopefully everyone has enough
warm clothing."
The Tar Heels are coming off of
a win against Maryland with a
team score of 194.900 on
Saturday and a first-place finish
at the George Washington
Invitational on Ian. 18, where
they accounted for a 194.800
team score.
"It has been a good start to the
season for us and 1 think they are
competing at a high level right

now," Galvin said. "We have a few
injuries, but our main goal is to
improve upon our team scores."
UNC has two gymnasts that
qualified
for
the
NCAA
Championships last year in
Courtney Bumpers and Anna
Wilson, but Galvin isn't underestimating his team's competition.
"Bowling Green has a very
good program and I have a lot of
respect for their gymnasts and
their coach," he said. "I think
both teams are very evenly
matched."
Dilletro said that BG is excited
about the oppoitunity to compete against one of the best
team's in the country and she
believes it will raise the level the
Falcons' performance.
" We just came off a loss and we
really want to do good," DePietro
said. "We competed against them
before, so 1 think we're pumped
because the last time we lost and
I think we're ready to beat them."
The meet Ls scheduled lo start
at 7 p.m. in Eppler Complex.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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BACK IN ACTION: BG gymnast Melissa Popovich performs her
beam routine against EMU. The two-time MAC gymnast of the
week and the Falcons host North Carolina tomorrow.
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The BG News sports Super Bowl picks!
This sports staff is just gang nutso thinking about Super Bovrf XXXVIII. live from Houston Sunday night Questions like. "How
many times will Chris Berman say that stupid Delhomme line?" and "How stupid will Phil Simms make himself look with his
commentary?" have littered our office all week. The time has come, and we have spoken. Take our
word for it: This is the way the game will turn out. Trust us.

Yts, Tom Brady is from
Michigan, and no, he's
probably not as great as
everyone thinks.
Hut for II straight games he has
been the model of consistency in
the NFL leading the Patriots past
very tough Tennessee and

JAYME RAMSON
Sports Editor
Prediction Patriots
Score

21-17

KEVIN
SHIELDS
Sports Reporter
Prediction Patriots
Score
17-13

RYAN
AUTULLO
Sports Reporter
Prediction
Patriots

Score
27-14

The
Pats and
T o m
Brady just
know how
to get it
done.

Indianapolis teams in the playoffs.
Brady will remain cool under
pressure and the the Panthers won't
he able to stop the steady New
England offense.
Hie Patriots win 21-17 ... Even
though I'd rather watch LSU and
Southern Cal play for the NCAA
football championship.

Both the Carolina Panthers and the New England
/^S^.
,'m BV\
Patriots have very talented offense and defense, but
tne l als ,lave mc (,x erit ncc in
I 1
LV 1
'
P '
quarterback. Tom
I \
fj
Brady. Winningthe200l SuperbowlprovesthatNew
\JB/
England can gel ii clone. It Brady completes his
DANIELLE
passes, and the Pats' defense stops the Panthers'
TANNER
ground attack. New England will be wearing new
n
! , o « .
"Bs on simdav night. Not to underestimate the
Sports Reporter
Panthers; they will be tough to beat. The
Prediction Patriots
game lvj|| he'close, nut New England will
Score
35-28
take home the hardware in a 35-28 victory.

As a lifelong Ohio sports fan I find it disheartening that New England Patriots head
man Bill Belichick is on the verge of his second Super Bowl in three years. Belichick.
who was never a fan favorite during his five
year stint in Cleveland, managed to take the
Browns to the playoffs only once.
Despite having only one winning season
in Cleveland I still respect Belichick's coaching abilities and blame former Browns
owner Art Model! for Cleveland's lack of success in theeariy 90s.
In choosing the winner for Super Bowl
XXXVIII I have agreed to subside with my
jealously of Belichick and pick New England
as a 27-14 winner over Carolina.

good in the AFC championship
JOEL HAMMOND game, but then again, they could
Sports Reporter make me look good in a freakin'
speedu
Glances are, Brady will make
mistakes this Sunday, but this time,
Prediction
Carolina
Carolinas elite defense will actually
Score
29-13
capitalize. The Panthers' outstandfourteen in a row? Big deal. I've ing front four will pressure Brady,
made Mthx'throwsinarow before. and Mike Minter and his buddies in
I've been to 14 classes in a row the secondary will make Brady pay
for not havingasolid rurminggame
before.
But you know what happened to or a decent wide receiver, both of
tlwse streaks of mine? They ended. which are not Brady's fault.
lake Delhomme might l)e tlie
I missed that 15th free throw, and I
just didn't feel like going to that 15th better quarterback in this game, if
only for die fact that he can liand it
class.
Tom Brady is a good quarter- off to two good running backs and
back. Tom Brady is not a great quar- has receivers that am make plays in
terback, like 10,000 other people Steve Smith and Mulisin
will have you believe. Indianapolis' Muhammad.
Panthers in a rout.
defense made Brady look quite

JASON A.
DIXON
Sports Reporter
Prediction

Carolina

Score

24-20

In the words of ESPN's Chris
Beniian, "Day light come and me
want a Delhomme." Jake
Delhomme, that is.
If familiarity truly does breed
contempt, then why are people so
infatuated with the Bradv brunch?
Super Bowl XXXVTI1 is about the
Carolina Panthers, a team of destiny, a team that has experienced
the Nils version of purgatory and
a team thai lias emerged from the
shadows of despair and into the
bright lighls of prominence.
Sure, Ihe Patriots haw won 14
games in a row, but the law of averages is about descend upon them
and even more importantly, the
NFIi No 1 defensive line is as well.
Deshaun Foster wins the MVP
and finally shows that UCLA can
produce quality football players
and football reigns supreme in
North Carolina. At least, until die
Tar Heels and Blue Devils take the
court again.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Patriots' key guys have
Super Bowl experience
ByAdamHritzak
SP0R1S REPORTER

The New England Patriots
will head into Sunday's Super
Bowl showdown with the
Carolina Panthers looking to
take their second Lombardi
Trophy in three years.
In their last Super Bowl
against (lie St. Louis Rams, the
Patriots came in to the game
heavy underdogs and shocked
the sports world with their victory, but the tables have turned
and now they are the heavy
favorites.
This year, they once again
bring a dominating defense thai
ranked first in the NFL in points
allowed per game at 14.9. They
have many of the key figures
from their last Super Bowl team
0(1 their current roster, led by
quarterback Tom Brady, comerback Iy law. outside linebacker
Willie McGinest, and defensive
lineman Richard Seymour.
The Panthers offense has
been putting up surprisingly
good numbers and points in
their playoff run, but New
England head coach Bill
Belichick is sure to put together
another one of liis masterful
game plans to stymie Carolina's
attack. Carolina loves to run the
ball with Stephen Davis and

Deshaun Foster in order to set
up their passing game, but a
tough Patriot front line that
includes Seymour and mammoth defensive tackle Ted
Washington will make sure their
backs never see daylight
New England tends to start
games fast and score points
early. Brady's ability to read
defenses and good decision
making will put the Patriots on
the board first. Much maligned
running back Antowain Smith
seems to step up his play in big
games and will help balance
their offense. look for Brady to
lead the Patriots to an early
touchdown score by managing
a well drawn out drive and
spreading the ball around to all
four of his receivers, Troy Brown,
MOD Branch, Bethel Johnson,
and David (iivens.
The l'anthers never let down
for a second, which will keep
them in this game. But as long as
the Patriots defense can play
tlieir typical hard-nose football,
Carolina's offense will not find
much success.
New England's defense has
always been the teams greatest
strength. With consistently
effective play from middle linebacker Teddy Bnischi, along
with big years from outside line-

backer Mike Vrabel and strong
safety off-season acquisition
Rodney I larrison, this defense
never quits
Carolina's defense will settle
down as the game goes on and
hold New England from scoring
many points. But this Patriot
team has too much intelligence
and character to get rattled and
will prevent tlie Panthers from
taking the lead.
Since neither offense is real
explosive, this probably will not
be a high scoring game, which is
gocxl for the fans because the
score will remain dose. Carolina
may have die opportunity to
have one last drive needing a
touchdown to win, but their
inexperience will catch up with
diem <uid there is no way that
the veteran Patriot defense,
along with their incredibly intelligent coaching staff, will allow
the Panthers to get in die endzone.
New 1 ingland will be victorious once again and get Uieir second Super Bowl diampkinsliip
of tlie young decade. Final score
New England 20, Carolina 14
and all those angry Boston Red
Sox fans can cheer in glory for
their dominating football team,
at least until it's time for die boys
of summer to tiikc the field.

Defense will be key
CAROLINA, FROM PAGE 5

Milce Ructer have gotten a lot of
credit for tlieir team's success
and with good reason.
"There's no question that we
have a talented front four,"
Pantliers head coach John Fox
said. "It"s hard to say which
group is the best in the league. I
wouldn't trade my group and
they'll get better as time goes
on."
The four have combined for

24 sacks this season and shoukl
haw no problem shuttingdown
a weak New England Running
game that only managed to pick
up 1,280 yards and three touchdowns between their two top
runners. This should allow
Carolina to focus on putting
some hurt on quarterback Tom
Brady.
The theme for this Super
Bowl looks to be two teams in a
defensive struggle which is
something the Panthers entire

season has been. Carolina has
played thirteen games this season that hate been decided by
less than a touchdown and have
won ten of them. This is clearly
a number that shows how seasoned this young team is.
After humiliating Dallas, frustrating St. louts, and fiat out
dominating Philadelphia, this
appeals to bea team of destiny the same destiny New England
had two years ago.
Final Score: 14-13 Carolina

SUPER BOWL XXXVIII
# Superbowl Special %|
•Pub Atmosphere*
I Circa i Selection of Imported Beers!
Pizza • Pasta • Subs

!

BC'slkMSiuftcdBrcidsiicks
Dine In • Carry Out
1 l,iin to 1 .mi D.iilv

Better ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Super Bowl
Special!

1 Large 1
item pizza

$7.99
Add any
side & 2 liter
of Coke for
$5.99!

Side Items:
Cheesesticks.
Breadsticks
Cinnimon Pie.
Chicken Strips

Available in Original or Thin Crust

pickup or delivery
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

353-7272
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get a

life

calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Oowling Road with Mike Mitchell
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
Sanlord Drive
Evolotto
Nate i Watty's

11 p.m.
UAO Presents "Radio"
Union Theater 206
4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Saturday
11 p.m.
T-SWrts
OhMyGod
Zimmerman
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
HelpWanted
Inner Recipe
Brewstar's
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Sunday
12 a.m.
UAO Presents Radio"
Union Theater
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Monday
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Tuesday
Comedy/Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Wednesday
JazzNight
,
Easy Street Cafe

Thursday
11 p.m.
Clutch
Mastadon
Nebula
Howard's Club H
Events compiled by Nichole
Rominski. Contact her at
nrominsObgnat.bgsu.edu.

Sanford Drive cruises into town
By Dan Myers
PULSE •Hill

Sanford Drive Is looking to
make an impression on Bowling
Green when they open for
Evolotto at Nate and Wally's this
Friday with their wide range of
styles and unique vocal harmonies.
The band's sound is taken
torn "a broad mixture of all of
our cumulative influences,'' says
singer/guitarist Mike lacobs.
"Rock. R&B, jam, little bit of freeform, little bit of indy, it really
depends on the song."

As for the groups sound,
lacobs says, "Definitely, nowadays, there's a real lack of true
vocal harmonies and we excel at
that And the fact that we hit up
such a broad array of different
styles. Theres going to be something that [everybodys] going to
dig."
Sanford Drive is coming to
Bowling Green after being invited to open for Evolotto. "I used
to Uve in BG way back in the
day," lacobs explains, "I saw
[Evolottol and they were pretty
excellent We swapped shows

together." When Evolotto asked
if the band wanted to play with
them, adds lacobs, "we said:
absolutely."
Sanford Drive was originally
formed in Etyria, Ohio, a city
approximately 30 miles west of
Cleveland. Uney Wood rum and
Ronnie Taylor, two of the three
original members of the band
both grew up in Portsmouth,
OH on a street called Sanford
Drive.
The two were in a band
together and met up with third
member Mike lacobs during a

visit to Elyria. After parting ways
for six years and performing
with other bands, the three
musicians picked up where they
left off and formed Sanford
Drive. "As If that's what we were
meant to do," lacobs reflects.
In the long term, Sanford
Drive hopes to own their own
recording studio and their own
record label. Through that, they
want to "be able to do everything ourselves and help other
bands along the way," says the
band.
Sanford Drive's debut album,

KEEP YOUR FIN6ERS OH THE PUISE OF CAMPUS *T WWW.B6NEWS.COM/PULSE

What it Was, and How It Could
Be will be released in early
March of this year. There will be
a demo album entitled Stuff and
Things containing pre-mastered
versions of their songs on sale at
the show this Friday.
To learn more about Sanford
Drive, visit them at
http://members.cox.net/jotnar
or sign up for their mailing list
using their e-mail address,
sanford_drive@cox.net.
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The BG News sports Super Bowl picks!
This sports staff is just going nutso flunking about Super Bowl XXXVIII. live from Houston Sunday night. Questions like. "How
many times will Chns Berman say that stupid Delliomme line?" and "How stupid will Phil Simms make himself look with his
commentary'" have littered our office all week The time has come, and we have spoken. Take our
word for if: This /stlie way tlie game will turn out. Trust us.
Yf-s. linn Brady is from
Michigan, and no, he's
probably not ;is great as
everyone thinks
Hill for II Straight ^anil's he has
been the model ol consistency in
the Ml. leading the Patriots past
very
tough
lennessee
and

JAYME RAMSON
Sports Editor
Prediction

Patriots

Score

21-17

tiioih the< Carolina Panthers and the New England
Patriots have very talented oflense and defense, but
the Pats have the experience in quarterback, Tom
Brady Winningthe2tXll Superbowl proves ihat New
■
England can gel ii done. If Brady completes his
passes, and the Pats' defense slops the Panthers'
DANIELLE
ground attack. New England will he wearing new
TANNER
rings on Sunday night. Not to undeiestimale the
Sports Reporter
Panthers; they will he tough to heal. Tin
Prediction Patriots
game will l>e close, but New England will
Score
35-28
take home the hardware in a 35-28 victory

I li e
Pats and
r o
in
Brady just
know how
to get it
done.

KEVIN
SHIELDS
Sports Reporter
Prediction Patriots
Score

17-13

As ,i lifelong Ohio spoils fan I lind it disheartening thai Neu England Patriots head
man Bill Beliehiek is on the verge of his second Supei Bowl in three years. Beliehiek,
who was never a fan favorite during his Dve
year stint in Cleveland, managed to take the
Browns to the playoffs only once,
I lespitC having only one winning season
in Cleveland I still respect Beliehiek^ coaching abilities and blame former Browns
ownei Art Modell I'm i leveland's lack of success in the early (Hi's.
In choosing the winner lor Super Bowl
XXXVIIII have agreed to subside with my
jealously of Beliehiek and pick New England
as a 27-14 winner o\ er (.'arolina.

RYAN
AUTULLO
Sports Reporter
Prediction
Patriots
Score
27-14

good in the AFC championship
JOEL HAMMOND
game, but then again, they could
Sports Reporter make me look goul in a lieakin'

speeda
Prediction

Carolina

Score

29-13

Indianapolis teams in the playoffs.
Brady will remain cool under
pressure and the the Panthers won't
be able to Stop the steady New
England oflense.
Hie Patriots win 21-17 ... Even
though Id rather watch ISU and
Southern Cal play for the NCAA
football championship

Fourteen in a row? Big deal. I've
nude II InvilmiuMiiarowlielure.
IVe been to n classes in a row

k'loiv.
Hut you kiiowuli.it happened to
those Streaks Ol iiiiiu/Mliev -ended.
I missed that 15th free throw, and I
just didn't leellikegoing to that 15th
class
loin Brady is a good quarterback. Tom Brady is notagreal quar
terback, like IftOOO other people
will have you believe. Indianapolis'
defense made Brady look quite

Chances are, Brad) will make
mistakes this Sunday, but this time.
Carolina's elite defense will actuall)
capitalize; the Panthers' outstand
ing front four will pressure Brady
and Mike Mintei and his buddies in
foe secondary will make Brad) pa)
loriiothavinga solid miming game
or a decent wide receiver, Ixuh of
which aie not Brady's fault.
lake IX'lhonime might he the
hetiei quarterback in this game, if
only for the fact that he can hand it
oil to two good running backs and
has receivers that can make plays in
Steve
smith
and
Muhsin
Muhammad
I'.ilillinsin.i nutt

JASON A.

DIXON
Sports Reporter
Prediction

Carolina

Score

24-20

In the words of ESPNs Chris
Berman, l lay light come and me
want
a
Delhomme."
lake
I Vlhnnmic. that is.
If familiarity truly does biml
contempt then why are people so
infatuated with the Brady brunch?
super Hoivl XXXVIII is about the
Carolina Panthers, a team of destiny, a team that has experienced
the NIT Is \ersinn ofpurgatory and
a team that has emerged from the
shadows of despair and Into the
bright lights of prominence.
Sure, the Patriots have won II
games tnarow but the law of averages is about descend upon them
and even more importantly, the
NFLSsNo. 1 delensivelineisaswvll.
I teshaun Foster wins ihe MVi'
and finally shows that UCLA can
produce i|ualit\ lootball players
and football reigns supreme in
North Carolina. \i least, until the
far I leels and Blue I JevBs take the
court again.
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Patriots* key guys have
Super Bowl experience
By Adam Hritzak
SP0B'>
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The New England Patriots
will head into Sunday's Super
Bowl showdown will) the
Carolina Panthers looking to
lake their second Lombard!
Trophy in Ihnv years.
In their last Super Howl
against the St. Louis Hams, the
Patriots came in to the game
heavy underdogs and shocked
the sports world with (heirvtetory, Inn the tables have turned
and now they an' the heavy
favorites.
Iliis year, they once again
bringadc^nlriatingdefense that
ranked first in the NFL in points
allowed per game at 14/1. Ihey
have many ol the key figures
from their lust Super Bowl team
on their current rosier, led by
quarterback Tom Brady, cornerhack ly Law outside linebacker
Willie McCincst, and defensive
lineman Ilk haul Seymour
The Panthers offense has
been putting up surprisingly
good numbers and points in
their playoff run, but New
England head coach Bill
Beliehiek is sun- to put together
another one of his masterful
game plans to stymie < ferolinas
attack, Carolina loves to run the
hall with Stephen Davis and

Deshaun foster in order to sel
up their passing game, but a
tough Patriot front line that
includes Seymour and mam
moth defensive tackle Ted
Washington will make sure their
backs never see daylight
New England lends to start
games last and SOODS points
early. Brady's ability to awl
defenses and good decision
milking will put the Patriots on
the board first Much maligned
running hack Antowain Smith
seems to step up his play in big
games and will help balance
their offense Look for Brady to
lead the Patriots to an early
touchdown score by managing
a well drawn out drive and
spreading the hall around to all
fotirof his receivers,Troy Brmvn.
Deion Branch, Bethel lohnson,
and David (livens.
The Panthers never let down
for a second, which will kivp
them in Ihis game. But as long as
the Patriots defense am play
their typical hard-nose football
Carolina's offense will not find
much success.
New England's defense has
always been die teams greatest
strength. With consistently
effective play from middle linebacker Teddy Bruschi, along
with big years from outside line-

backer Mike Vraliel and strong
safety off-season acquisition
Rodney Harrison this defense
never quits,
Carolina's defense will settle
down as the game goes on and
hold New England from scoring
many points, But this Patriot
team has loo much intelligence
and character to get rattled and
will prevent the Panthers from
taking the lead.
Since neither offense is real
explosive, llus prohabh will noi
bea high scoring game, which is
good for the lans because the
score will remain dose. Carolina
may have the opportunity to
have one last drive needing a
touchdown to win, but theii
inexperience will catch up with
them and there is no waj that
the veteran Patriot defense,
along with tlieii incredibly inielUgeni coaching staff, will allow
the Panthers to gei in the endzone
New England will be victorious once again and get their second Super Bowl championship
of the young decade final score
New England 20, Carolina M
and all those angry Boston Hid
Sox fans can cheer In glory fin
their dominating football team,
at least until it's time for the bins
ofsummer to take the field

Defense will be key
-1 sacks this season and should
have no problem shutting down
a weak New England Running
game that only managed to pick
up 1,280 yards and three touchdowns between their two top
runners. This should allow

CAROLINA, I ROM PAGE 5
Mike Rucker have gotten a lot of
credit for their team's success
and with good reason.
"TTiere's no question that we
have a talented front lour,''
Panthers head coach lohn I ox
said. "It's hard to say which
groupisthebestintheleague. I
wouldn't trade my group, and
theyll get better as time goes
on."
The lour haw combined for

Carolina to focus on putting
some hurt on quarterback Tom
Brady
Ihe theme for this Sutwr
Bowl looks to lx' two teams in a
defensive Struggle which is
something the Panthers entire

season has been. Carolina has
played thirteen games ibis sea
son that have been decided by
less than a touchdown and have
won ten of them. This is clcaih
a number that shows how sea
soned this young team is.
After humiliating I lallas, frustrating St. Louis, and Hal nut
dominating Philadelphia, this
appears to Bea team ol destiny the same destiny New England
had two years ago.
Final Score; I I-I:I Carolina

SUPER BOWL XXXVIII
Superbowl Special
■Pub AtmosphereGreat Selection ol Imported l^u
Pizza • Pasta • Subs
BGs Best Stuffed Breadsticks
Dine In • < larry (>ui

A fJATHEINNfi PLACf

11.mi in lam I)aily

$1.°° OFF
any large order of
stuffed breadsticks
(dine-in only)
Come Watch the Game!

Pollveves

352-9638
4/.0 t. COURT ST.

LET US HELP WITH
YOUR SUPERBOWL PPRTY!

Better ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Super Bowl
Special!
1 Large 1
item pizza

$7.99
PARTY TRAYS
Any Five Whole Grinders $38.99. Feeds 10-12
People (Available Any time Without Notice).

PARTY SALADS

Add any
side & 2 liter
of Coke for
$5.99!

Side Items
Cheesesticks,
Breadsticks
Cinnimon Pie,

Your Choice $21.99. Feeds 12-15 People.

WING PARTY PLATTER
48 Wings, Your Choice S17.99.

-THE PARTY PACK"
Two (2) Large Pizzas With Up to Four (4)
Toppings. Plus Two (2) Whole Grinders. Plus
Three (3) Orders of Garlic Cheese Bread with
Dippin'Sauce. $46.99
Mancino's Pizza & Grinders
1096 N.Main Street (in Kroger Plaza) Bowling
Green. Ohio 43402

(419)354-7900

Available in Original or Thin Crust

pickup or delivery
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U. 826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

Eip
2/$<Q4

353-7272
■

tm JlVI

203 N. Main, BG

"You Deserve the Best!"
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get a

Tife

calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Cowling Road with Mike Mitchell
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Sanlord Drive
Evolotto
Nate&Wally's
11 p.m.
UAO Presents "Radio"
Union Theater 206
4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

complex machinery

Saturday
Even with all of the complex naunmchincs, such as the Bo Flex,
ile for thousands of dollars,
re and more people arc investing
the most simplistic of exercise
ulpment. Foi around $20 people
incorporating fitness balls into
:ielr workout regime.
Exercise balls were originally used
physical therapists about 30 years
and are now one of the most
pular exercise equipment pieces tn
illness Industry, according to
lylrends.com.
Those balls are used at the Student
illon Center as weu. Since
999, exercise classes such as Abs 30,
145 and many cardiovascular
workout classes such as kickbeodng
id step areobics use the fitness ball
port of (he routine. '
At these classes, trained fitness
structure siIOW participants first
id how to use the exercise balls
aly.
So what are they good fort
According to liz Applegate, fitness
xTt and the author of "Bounce
iur Body Beautiful," a lot.
Applegate says that exercises done
,th the Duiess ball help to engage

11 p.m.
T-Shirts
OhMyGod
Zimmerman
Howard's Club H
11p.m.
HelpWanted
Inner Recipe
Brewster's
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Sunday
12 a.m.
UAO Presents "Radio"
Union Theater
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Monday

muscles such as abs, legs, back and
gluteus more so than exercises tliat
do not include them. Fitness balls
are used to tone the thighs, lower
back, abdonimals, Including upper,
lower and obliques, and arms.
Cathy Swick, Director of the Group
Exercise Programs, agrees.
"The balls make lire exercises
more effective because Its an unbalanced surface."
Ifs the balancing on the fitness ball
that makes die exercises so effective.
"1 be fitness ball engages a core
strength needed to balance on it,"
Swick said.
As far as incorporating the fitness
ball Into an at- home routine, some
people may need to get used to using
the fitness ball. Applegate suggests
people get acquainted with the ball
first by sitting or kneeling on it.
When purchasing a fitness ball for
at-home use, many, such as the
ResistuBall, offer workout videos to
purchase as well
As with any exercise program,
however, toning Is never enough.
Cardiovascular exercise, such as the
classes taught at the University's
Student Recreation Center is also
important in maintaining a healthy,
well-rounded exercise routine.

Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

in is the new phenomenon

12-2 p.m and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

By Rachel Bobak
PULES WHll l.K
An exorcise phenomenon is (levelling over the Student Rec. Center,
-spin Ls becoming die most popular thing since aerobics was hi the
80s. Of course, not many people will
make a fashion statement with biker
shorts.
Many people consider aero-spln,
referred to as "spurning,1' a good
iuvascular workout. What is
■spin? Aero-spln Is not about
Inning around in circles until a
m decides to throw up. It Is also
it a ride at the fair which spins and
until all of the people on the
either pass out or throw up the
tlu-yliadearllerthatday.

Tuesday
Comedy/Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Wednesday
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

Aero-spln challenges a person to
the extreme of a cariuovascular
workout Spinning mostly focuses on
the legs. Grad-assistaiit Aero-Spin
Instructor Earl Cabelkin said thai
spinning works out the thighs and
calls. Hie workout will Intensify the
longer a person works out.
The bikes in aero-spinarc stationary'. The bike will need to be adjusted
to the rjersuns height On the bike
there is a knob which aids in making
the tendon o n the bike looser or
tighter.The tighter thetaob, the
more difficult It is to spin the pedals.
. PAGt 9
AERO,PAGE

Thursday
11 p.m.
Clutch
Mastadon
Nebula
Howard's Club H
Events compiled by Nichole
Rominski. Contact her at
nromins@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Sanford Drive cruises into town
By Dan Myers
PULSE WRITER

Sanford Drive is looking to
make an impression on Bowling
Green when they open for
Evolotto at Nate and Watty's this
Friday with their wide range of
styles and unique vocal harmonies.
The band's sound is taken
from "a broad mixture of all of
our cumulative influences," says
singer/guitarist Mike Jacobs.
"Rock. R&B, Jam, little bit of freeform, little bit of indy, it really
depends on the song."

As for the group's sound,
Jacobs says, "Definitely, nowadays, there's a real lack of true
vocal harmonies and we excel at
that. And the fact that we hit up
such a broad array of different
styles. There's going to be something that [everybody's] going to
dig."
Sanford Drive is coming to
Bowling Green after being invited to open for Evolotto. "I used
to live in BG way back in the
day," Jacobs explains, "1 saw
lEvolotto] and they were pretty
excellent We swapped shows

together." When Evolotto asked
if the band wanted to play with
them, adds Jacobs, "we said:
absolutely."
Sanford Drive was originally
formed in Elyria, Ohio, a city
approximately 30 miles west of
Cleveland. LineyWbodrumand
Ronnie Taylor, two of the three
original members of the band
both grew up in Portsmouth,
011 on a street called Sanford
Drive.
The two were in a band
together and met up with third
member Mike Jacobs during a

visit to Elyria. After parting ways
for six years and performing
with other bands, the three
musicians picked up where they
left off and formed Sanford
Drive. "Asifthat'swhatwewere
meant to do," Jacobs reflects.
In the long term, Sanford
Drive hopes to own their own
recording studio and their own
record label. Through that, they
want to "be able to do everything ourselves and help other
bands along the way," says the
band.
Sanford Drive's debut album,

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE
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What it Was, and How It Could
Be will be released in early
March of this year. There will be
a demo album cntided Mull and
Things containing pre-mastered
versions of their songs on sale at
the show this Friday.
To learn more about Sanford
Drive, visit them at
http://members.coxnet/jotnar
or sign up for their mailing list
using their e-mail address,
sanford_drive("tox.net
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The BG News sports Super Bowl picks!
Tins sports stall is just gang mitso thinking about Super Bowl XXXVIII. live front Houston Sunday night. Questions like. "How
many tines will Chns Bennan say that stupid Delhomme line?" and "How stupid will Phil Simms mate himself look with his
commentary'" have littered our office all week Tlie tune lias come, and we have spoken. Take our
word for it: This is the way tlie game will turn out. Tiust us.
Y"I'om Brady is from
Michigan, and no, he's
probably not as great as
everyone thinks,
Hui tin 11 straight games he lias
been the model ol consistency in
the Nl I, leading the Patriots past
vcrj
tough
lennessee
and

JAYME RAMSON
Sports Editor
Prediction

Patriots

Score

21-1/

Hi >il i the Carolina Panthers anil the New England
Patriots have very talented offense and defense, but
the Pats have die experience in quarterback. Tom
Brady. Winning the 2001 Superbowl proves that New
l-jigland can gel it done. II Brady completes his
passes, and the Pats' defense stops the Panthers'
DANIELLE
ground attack, New I ngland will be wearing new
TANNER
rings mi Sundaj night. Noi lo underestimate the
Sports Reporter
Panthers; the) will be tough lo heat. The
Prediction Patriots
game "ill be close, bul New England will
Score
35-28
lake home the hardware in a 35-28 victory.

I h e
Pats and
I
II
in
Brady jusi
know how
KEVIN
SHIELDS
Sports Reporter

m get

it

done.

Prediction Patriots
Score

17-13

As a lifelong i Hiio sports fan I lind it disheartening that New I ngland Patriots head
man Hill Bciichick is on the verge ot his second snpei Bowl in three years. Belichick,
who was rievet .i fan favorite during his five
yeat slim in( leveland, managed lo take the
Browns loihe playofls only once.
I h'spite having onh one winning season
in Cleveland I still respect Belichick's coaching abilities and blame former Browns
owner \rt Modi-ll furl lev elands lai k of success in the earl) 90's,
In choosing the winner lor Super Howl
XXXVIII I have agreed lo subside with my
jealously ol Helichick and pick New l-.ngland
as a 1\ II winnei overt arolina.

RYAN
AUTULL0
Sports Reporter
Prediction
Patriots
Score
27-14

JOEL HAMMOND
Sports Reporter

good ill the Alt championship
game, hut then again, they could
make me look good in a til-akin'

spceda
Prediction

Carolina

Score

29-13

Indianapolis teams in the playoffs.
Brad) will remain cool under
pressure and the the Panthers won't
be able to slop the steady New
I ngland offense.
Ilir Patriots win 21-17 ... Ivrn
iiiniinh Id rather watch i.Mi and
Southern (id play for the NCAA
football championship

fourteen in a row? Big deal I've
madeUfrccthrows in a row before.
IVe been to 11 <fasses in a tow
before,
Bul you know what happened lo
those streaks of mineV fhey ended.
I missed thai 1 >ili free throw, and I
just didn't tccl likegoing to thai 15th
class,
loin Brady is a good quarterluck, linn Brady is notagreat quarterback, like 10,000 other people
will have you believe Indianapolis'
defense made Brady look quite

Chances arc Hr.ulv will make
mistakes this Sunday hut this time,
t aroiiiias elite defense will actualh
(.ipiiali/e. thePanthers'outstanding iinui loin will pressure Brady,
arid Mike Minicrand his buddies in
the secondary will make Brady pa)
lor nolliavinga solid iiinningganie
or a decent wide receiver, Imth ol
which are not Brady's fault.
lake IkThonime nuglil IK- ihe
better quarterback in this game, if
onh for the fact that he can hand it
oil lo two good running backs and
lias receivers thai can make plays in
Sieve
Smith
and
Muhsin
Muhammad.
Panthers in a rout.

JASON A.
DIXON
Sports Reporter
Prediction

Carolina

Score

24-20

In the words ol ESPNs Chris
Herman. I lay light come and me
want
a
Delhomme."
lake
Delhomme, that is.
II familiarity truly does ha-ed
contempt, then why are people so
infatuated with Ihe Brady brunch?
Supei Howl XXXVIII is about the
(arolina Panthers, a team of destiny a team that has experienced
the NFUs version of purgatory and
a team thai has emerged from the
shadows of despair and into the
bright lights of prominence
Sure, the Patriots have won II
games inarow.butthelawofaver
ages is about descend it|x>n them
and even more importantly, the
Nl hs\o. I dclonsivclineisaswell.
Deshauj] luster wins the MVP
and finally shows that UCLA can
produce quality football players
and football reigns supreme In
North t arolina At least, until the
far I livls and Blue I Vvils take lite
court again.
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Patriots' key guys have
Super Bowl experience
By Adam Hrit/ak
SPOfi'
I lie New England Patriots
will head into Sundays Super
Howl showdown with the
Carolina Panthers looking lo
take their second Lombardi
Irophy in three years,
In their last Super Howl
against the St. Louis Hams, the
Patriots came in lo the game
heau underdogs and shocked
the sports world with their victory, hut Ihe tables have tinned
and now (hey an- ihe heavy
favorites.
This year, they once again
hi inga dominating dclcnse that
ranked first in the NFL in points
allow nl per game al 145. 11 ley
have mam of the key figures
from their last Super Bowl team
on their current roster, led bj
quarterback lorn Brady, comerback Ty Law, outside linebacker
Willie McGincst, and defensive
lineman Itichaid Seymour.
Ihe Panthers offense has
been putting up surprisingh
good numheis and pouus in
their playofl run. hut New
England head coach Bill
Belli hui is sine lo pul together
another one ol his masterful
game plans to stymie Carolina's
attack. Carolina loves lo run the
hall with Stephen Davis and

Deshaun Foster in ordei to set
up their passing game, hut a
tough Patriot front line that
includes Seymour and mam
moth defensive tackle led
Washington will make sure thcit
backs nevei see daylight.
New England tends lo start
games fast and score points
early. Brady's ability to read
defenses and good decision
making will put Ihe Patriots on
Ihe board Hist MlK h maligned
running hack Antowain Smith
seems lo step up his play in big
games and will help balance
their offense ii»>k foi Brady to
lead the Patriots to an early
touchdown score by managing
a well drawn out drive and
spreading the lull around lo all
lour of his receivers, froy Brown,
Deion Branch, Bethel fohnson,
and David (livens.
The Panthers never let down
for a second, which will keep
them in this game. Hut as long,is
the Patriots defense can play
their typical hard nose football,
Carolinas offense will not find
much success.
New Kngland's defense has
always Ixi-n the teams greatest
strength. With consistently
effective pby from middle line
hacker (eddy Bnischi, along
with Big \eais from ouiside line

backet Mike Mabel and strong
saici\ off-season acquisition
Rodney Harrison, this defense
never quits,
Carolinas defense will settle
down as tlie game goes on and
hold New I.ngland from scoring
many points Hut this Patriot
team has loo much intelligence
and character to get rattled and
will prevent the Panthers from
taking tlie lead,
Since neithei offense is leal
explosive, this probably will not
Be a high scoring game which is
good lor ihe tans because the
score will remain dose. Carolina
may have the opportunity to
have one last drive needing a
touchdown to win, hut theii
inexperience will catch up with
them and there is no wav that
ihe veteran Patriot defense,
along with theii incredibly intelligent coaching staff will alliAV
the Panthers to gel in the endzone.
New I ngland will lie viclori(ncsmiceagainarid get their second Super Bovvl championship
ollhevoiingdeeade. I Inalscorc
New I ngland 20, i arolina 11
and all those align Boston lied
Sox fans can cheer in glorv lor
their dominating football team.
at leasl until it's time tor llieBovs
of summer lo lake die field.

Defense will be key
CAROLINA. I ROM PAGE 5
Mike Bucket have gotten a loi of
i ledit lot Ihcil teams success
and with good reason
"There's no question that we
have a talented front lour.''
Panthers head coach loliu Fox
slid. "It"s hard lo say which
group is the best in the league. I
wouldn't trade in\ group, and
they'll gel better as lime goes

on."
Hie lour have combined tin

24 sicks this season and should
have no problem shutting down
a weak New England Running
game that only managed lo pick
up 1.280 yards and three touch
downs between their two lop
runners,
I his should allow
Carolina to focus on putting
some hun on quarterback'lorn

Brady.

season has Been. Carolina has
played thirteen games tBK season that have been decided by
less than a touchdown and have
won ten ol them, lliis is dearly
a number that shows Imw sea
soned this young team is.
After humiliating Dallas, frustrating si. iiiuis. and Oat out
dominating Philadelphia, this

Trie theme lor lliis Supet
Bowl looks to IK- two teams in ,i
defensive struggle which is
something the Panthers entire

appears to be a team of destinythe same destiny New England
had two years aga
I iu.ilScore: 11 I3( arolina

SUPER BOWL XXXVIII
Superbowl Special
A

r,«Tnmnfi pun

\

Pub Atmosphere(iiv.n Selection of Imported Beers! I
Pizza • I'.isu • Subs
|
Hi,, Hesi Sniffed Bixadsiitks
I (inc In • (,.nr\ I >III
I I.mi II, I.mi h.iilv
|

$1." OFF
any large order of
stuffed breadslicks
(dine-in only)

I
i

Better ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Super Bowl
Speciall
1 Large 1
item pizza

$7.99
PARTY TRAYS
Any Five Whole Grinders $38.99. Feeds 10-12
People (Available Any time Without Notice).

PARTY SALADS

Add any
side & 2 liter
of Coke for
$5.99!

Side Items
Cheesesticks,
Breadsrjcks
Cinnimon Pie,
Chicken Strips

Your Choice S21.99. Feeds 12 15 People.

WING PARTY PLATTER
48 Wings, Your Choice S17.99.

"THE PARTY PACK"
Two (2) Large Pizzas With Up to Four (4)
Toppings. Plus Two (2) Whole Grinders. Plus
Three (3) Orders of Garlic Cheese Bread with
Dippin'Sauce. $46.99
Mancino's Pizza & Grinders
1096 N. Main Street (in Kroger Plaza) Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402

(419)354-7900

Available in Original or Thin Crust

pickup or delivery
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U. 826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

353-7272

pPjsorjdloV
I

IfcfcWl

203 N. Main. BG

"You Deserve the Best!"

January 30,
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THESUGAR
DADDY$: Thirysomething rockers
that have not lost
their charm; PAGE 8
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calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Bowling Road with Mike Mitchell
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Sanford Drive
Evolotto
Nate&Wally's
11 p.m.
UAO Presents "Radio"
Union Theater 206
4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Resist-A-Bail
replaces complex machinery
By Leigh Ann MacKeiuie

Saturday

fUlSt WRITER

Even with all of the complex nautilus machines, such as the Bo Flex,
available for thousands of dollars,
more and more people are Investing
in tlie most simplistic- of exercise
equipment. For around $20 people
an' incorporating fitness balls into
their workout regime.
Exercise balls were originally used
iv physical therapists about 30 years
> and are now one of the most
iipulur exercise equipment pieces in
! fitness industry, according to
dyllvnds.com.
These balls are used at the Student
■acadon Center as wetL Si nee
1999, exercise classes such as Abs 30,
Sculpt 45 and many cardiovascular
workout classes such as kickbaxtng
and step anxibics use the fitness ball
us port of the routine. '
At these classes, trained fitness
instructors show participants first
ad how to use the exenise balls

11 p.m.
T-Shirts
OhMyGod
Zimmerman
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
HelpWanted
Inner Recipe
Brewster's
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Sunday
12 a.m.
UAO Presents "Radio"
Union Theater
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

So what are they good fort
According to Uz Applegate, fitness
E expert and the author of "Bounce
i Your Body Beautiful," a lot,
Applegate says that exercises done
vith the fitness ball help to engage

Monday

muscles such as abs, legs, back and
glutens more so than exercises that
do not include them. Fluiess balls
are used to tone die thighs, lower
back, abdonimals, Including upper,
lower and obliques, and arms.
Cathy Swiek, Director of die Group
Exercise Programs, agrees.
"The balls moke the exercises
more effective because Its an unbalanced surface."
Its the balancing on the fitness ball
that makes the exercises so effective.
"The illness ball engages a cure
strength needed to balance on It,"
Swicksald.
As far as incorporating the fitness
hall Into an at-home routine, some
people may need to get used to using
the fitness ball. Applegate suggests
people get acquainted with the ball
first by sitting or kneeling on it
When purchasing a fitness ball for
at-home use, many, such as the
HesistuBall, offer workout videos to
purchase us wdL
As with any exercise program,
however, toning is never enough.
Cardiovascular exercise, such as the
classes taught at the University's
Student Recreation Center is also
important in maintaining a healthy,
well-rounded exercise routine.

Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

jro-Spiri is the new phenomenon

12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

By Rachel Bobak
I'ULSli WK1 I liH

An exercise phenomenon Is devcloplng over die SI udent Roc Center.
Aero-spin Is becoming die most popular tiling since aerobics was hi tile
Bus. Of course, not many people will
make a fashion statement with biker
shorts.
Many people consider aero-spln,
also referred to as ginning," a good
I canliovasauarworkout.Whatls
i-splnt Aero-spln Is not about
pinning around in circles until a
sun decides to throw up. It Is also
at a ride at the fair which spins and
.dns until all of the people on the
ideeidier pass out or throw up the
1 theyliadcarliertliatday.

Tuesday
Comedy/Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe
12-2 p.m. and 4-10 p.m.
Miniature Golf
Union Ballroom

Wednesday
lazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

Aero-spln cliallenges a person to
the extreme of a cardiovascular
workout. Spinning mostly focuses on
the legs. Grad-assiBtant Aero-Spin
instructor Earl Cabellon said that
spinning works out the thighs and
calls.The workout will intensify the
longer a person works out.
The bikes In aero-splnare stationary. The bike will need to be adjusted
to the person's height. On die bike
there is a knob which aids In making
die tension on the bike looser or
tlgh.ter.The tighter the knob, the
more difficult it is to spin die pedals.

Thursday
11 p.m.
Clutch
Mastadon
Nebula
Howard's Club H
Events compiled byNichole
Rominski. Contact her at
nromins&bgnet. bgsu. edu.

Sanford Drive cruises into town
By Dan Myers
w«iu»

PULSE

Sanford Drive is looking to
make an impression on Bowling
Green when they open for
Evolotto at Nate and Wallys this
Friday with their wide range of
styles and unique vocal harmonies.
The band's sound is taken
from "a broad mixture of all of
our cumulative influences," says
singer/guitarist Mike lacobs.
"Rock, R&B, jam, little bit of freeform, little bit of indy, it really
depends on the song."

As for die group's sound,
lacobs says, "Definitely, nowadays, there's a real lack of true
vocal harmonies and we excel at
that. And the fact that we hit up
such a broad array of different
styles. There's going to be something that [everybody's] going to
dig"
Sanford Drive is coming to
Bowling Green after being invited to open for Evolotto "I used
to live in BG way back in the
day," lacobs explains, "I saw
lEvolottol and they were pretty
excellent. We swapped shows

together." When Evolotto asked
if the band wanted to play widi
them, adds lacobs, "we said:
absolutely."
Sanford Drive was originally
formed in Elyria, Ohio, a city
approximately 30 miles west of
Cleveland, liney Woodrum and
Ronnie Taylor, two of the three
original members of the band
both grew up in Portsmouth,
011 on a street called Sanford
Drive.
The two were in a band
together and met up with third
member Mike lacobs during a

visit to Elyria. After parting ways
for six years and performing
with other bands, the three
musicians picked up where they
left off and formed Sanford
Drive. "Asifthat'swhatwewere
meant to do," lacobs reflects.
In the long term, Sanford
Drive hopes to own their own
recording studio and their own
record label. Through that, they
want to "be able to do everything ourselves and help other
bands along the way," says the
band.
Sanford Drive's debut album,

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

-.-•■■•■■•.•■

What it Was, and How It Could
lie will be released in early
March of this year. There will be
a demo album entitled Stuff and
Tilings containing prc-mastered
versions of their songs on sale at
the show this Friday.
To leani more about Sanford
Drive, visit them at
http://inemhers.cox.net/jotnar
or sign up for dieir mailing list
using their e-mail address,
sanford drive^cox.net.
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Rock daddies
'The Godfather's' creator
are classic
and a good oF boy rank tops cover kings
By Andrew dayman
PULSE WRITER

Best Album:
Neil Young:Harvest
(1972)
In the aftermath of
Woodstock, rock music's
temporary union gave way to
the numerous transitional
phases of the early 1970s.
On the home front, Bob
Dylan went country, Marvin
Gaye got political, and loni
Mitchell led the charge of the
singer/songwriters. Across
the pond, the Beatles were
flying solo, Pink l-'loyd broke
into the mainstream, and
Led Zeppelin were redefining
hard rock. Of course, all of
these developments could
also describe the work of one
Mr. Neil Young, whose 1972
album Harvest stands as this
week's "Album of the Era."
Having gained notoriety
for his work with Buffalo
Springfield and Crosby, Stills
& Nash, Young's solo career
was just beginning to blossom as the 1970s began. His
first two solo albums, Neil
Young and Everybody Knows
This Is Nowhere, quickly
pushed him to the forefront
of not only the county-rock
and singer/songwriter movements, but the budding hard
rock scene, as well.
Young had proven equally
adept at churning out power
chords with his band Crazy
I lorse and tugging at heart
strings with his acoustic
work. After the release of
After the Gold Rush in 1970,
his diverse sound had earned
him the respect and attention of music fans from
almost every walk of life.
Young's reluctant rise to
superstardom was completed in 1972, as his fourth solo
album, Harvest, became the
best selling album of his

career and his ticket into the
mainstream consciousness.
Harvest doesn't necessarily
stand out as a masterpiece in
the way that some of the
other great albums from this
period do. It's effect doesn't
hit you as quickly as David
Bowie's Ziggy Stardust (1972),
Bruce Springsteen's Born to
Run (1975), or The Who's
Who's Next (1971). It also hasn't had the cultural impact of
Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon
(1973) or John Lennon's
Imagine (1971). Nonetheless,
after several listens, Harvest
proves to be the rarest of
albums; one that marked its
own time while sounding
equally impressive in any
other.
In comparison to some of
Young's other albums from
this period, such as the poetic After the Gold Rush and
the hard-edged Tonight's the
Night (1975), critics often
accused Harvest of being
over-produced and overly
accessible.
However, when most of an
album's songs are straight
forward ballads on love and
loss, accessibility wouldn't
seem to be a negative trait. In
fact, Harvest includes four of
Young's best songs, and four
of the best songs of the
decade, in the form of "Heart
of Gold, ""Old Man,"
"Harvest," and "The Needle
and the Damage Done." The
first three are near-perfect
country ballads, while the
latter is a moving, acoustic
memoir of a friend's collapse
into heroin addiction.
Harvest also ventured into
rock territory, with the brutal
social commentary of
"Alabama" helping to ignite a
feud between Young and the
members of I.ynyrd Skynyrd.
One of the most brilliant
elements of the album is how

it maintains a consistent
tone while jumping across
musical styles, from country
to rock to the booming,
orchestral sound of "A Man
Needs A Maid." Young's soulsearching lyrics are the tie
that binds.
Incredibly, many of these
songs were written while
Young was recovering from
major back surgery. His
mobility was limited, and he
was often working under
sedation. Nonetheless, he
managed to work out the
songs with a band of studio
musicians in Nashville, and
the entire album was cut in a
few short weeks in the spring
of 1972. Though he would
shun the fame that followed,
Neil Young learned the payoffs of pain - both of the back
and the heart.
JeffVank
PUISE WHITER

Best Film:
"The Conversation"
Francis
Ford
Coppola (1974)
1970-1975 was a great time
for cinema. In that time period audiences were treated to
films by premier directors at
the top of their game.
This is an era when Francis
Ford Copolla shined the
brightest. Not only did he
direct "The Godfather"
(1972) and "The Godfather
II," (1974) but between those
two movies he directed "The
Conversation," (1974) a gem
of a film that is one of the
most overlooked great films
out there. Everyone knows
that they are only cheating
themselves if they don't see
the Godfather trilogy (except
for the 3rd one), so I chose
Coppola's forgotten classic in
the hopes that some of you
will treat yourselves to a

viewing,
"The Conversation" starts
out brilliantly as we see two
people, a man and a woman,
under surveillance while they
are trying to have a private
conversation. Their voices
fade in and out mixed in with
street noise and a band playing "Red, Red Robin".
Harry Caul (Gene Hackman)
is the surveillance expert in
charge of the operation.
Later we find out that the
woman is the wife of the
director of a large corporation (Robert Duvall) and the
man is one of the director's
subordinates.
Harry cleans up the audio
recording and hears the man
say, "He'd kill us if he had the
chance." This statement
doesn't sit well with Harry, he
has been riddled with guilt
since one woman and child
were possibly killed due tone
of his surveillance operations. Does the director want
them dead? The audience is
left in the dark on that fact
until the end.
"The Conversation" is a
thriller from a different time.
Instead of a film chock full of
mindless explosions and
quick edits, we get an observant character with filled
with tension and suspense.
The camera stays still and
lets the audience lament on
the characters' actions and
possible motivations. This
feature has a quiet brilliance
that stays with you. The more
you think about it, the more
you enjoy it.

By Eric Ham
PULSE WRITE*

The Sugar DaddyS may have
found a new home for their
exciting, crowd-involving style of
music The members, who are all
in their late thirties started playing at Brewster's about four
months ago.
Chris Brown, the keyboard
player, admitted that he has
noticed that people seem to
leave early before the last'call at
the bars that they usually play at.
But this is the furthest thing
from the truth when they play at
Brewster's in Bowling Green.
"There have been more people
on stage than any other bars,"
Brown said when asked about
the crowds in Bowling Green.
Nick Mousoulias, the lead singer,
said that the crowds at Brewster's
have been very responsive and
know how to party.
"We have fun, that's what we're
there for," Mousoulias said.
If the crowd isn't gening into
the music, Mousoulias doesn't
hesitate to go into the crowd to
find someone to help him sing a
song or two.
"We put together a band of
really good musicians," Brown
said.
All of the members of The
Sugar DaddyS have been playing
for so long, that the main reason
they practice together is to help
the band gel better together.
They also have to decide what
songs fit their criteria to be
played live.
the Sugar DaddyS play every-

thing from classic rock to rhythm
and blues. According to Brown,
the students seem to like the
older classic songs.
When The Sugar DaddyS arent
playing at a local bar, they have
also performed at weddings and
festivals. The only difference
between their shows at weddings
compared to bars is that they
play a few more slow songs. The
bands favorite show to play,
however, is the annual
Birmingham Ethnic Festival in
Toledo.
After the band's first practice,
they didn't have a name until one
of the members shouted out jokingly "The Sugar DaddyS." When
they met again, none of the
members had thought of a name
yet so the)' decided to stick with
the one they had joked around
about.
"It has been a fun name,"
Brown said. It has been great for
their merchandise sales.
Fans seem to like the name
and how they use a money sign
in DaddyS." The women'sTshirts have been the best sellers
so far.
Mousoulias feels the band has
definitely lived up to its potential
so far, but they are striving for
more all the time. Currently, the
hand is looking for their ultimate
direction, and working on some
original songs so they can put
out a CD.
The Sugar DaddyS usually play
at Brewster's in Bowling Green
about once a month. Their next
show is scheduled for March 26.

STAY TUNED NEXT WEEK FOR
GIRL ROCKERS
"THE KELLY RICHEY BAND,"
AND A PREVIEW OF CLAMOR MAGAZINE'S
UPCOMING MUSIC FESTIVAL

BLACK SWAMP
u

Open at 5:30 p.m. on Superbowl Sunday
Hot Dogs • Chili • Chips • Nachos • Wings

*<*

prizes all game long!
n big after each quarter!
Win bigger at half time!
Win a Playstation 2 at
the end of the game!
C>S\

Everyday Fun For Everyone
Open 7pm • Midnight, Seven Days A Week
AII

Located in the southwest comor of thai
"""

:./ '.he oonpjler lab

ggea well ome i ull bat service available, must be ^1 wiih a valid in i<> dunk
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Do you have a favorite Valentine's Day memory?
Share it with us! E-mail your Valentine's Day
story (500 word limit) to thenews@bgnews.com
by Feb. 6 at 5 p.m. Our favorites will be printed in
the Valentine's Day section of the BG News,
Wednesday, Feb. 10.
"Last year, my then-girlfriend and I had only been
dating for a couple of weeks. I went to her room
before she got back from class and put a note on her
desk that said 'Go to the place where we had our
first kiss.' I had already put another note at that
place and it said 'Meet me at my house.' There was
a note on my front door that said, 'Come in. 'I was
waiting in my room wearing a suit and had a
picnic lunch made up for us. "
- Dave Schrag, City News Editor

A total body workout on a bike
AERO. FROM PAGE 7

The instructor is the most
important motivator of the
class. He or she will tell tell the
class what to do, how much
tension to put on yourself and
how much to take off.
Aero-spin is not that simple.
A spinning student at the West
Toledo YMCA. Doris Bobak.
said, "When you first start spinning, you get a little discouraged, but you keep going
because the instructors motivate you." Once on the bike,
don't get off, it will be the best
experience!
There are different steps that
the instructors take to make it
more exciting. First, the music

HURRY!

Check out
www.bgnews/
pulse.com
to read about
the SRC's
newest course,
Flat Water
Kayaking
Photo Provided by Bryan Cavins
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they choose. "Music motivates
them. 1 try to accommodate
them. I want to give them their
money's worth, so 1 ask them at
the beginning of class if the
music is alright," Cabellon said.
Most instnictors use faster
music for jogging on the bike
and the up and down jumps.
The slower music is used for the
cool-down and the "up-hill
slopes."
The instnictors use different
analogies in order to motivate
their students as well. Even
though the students are on stationary bikes, the mote tension
that is put on, the more they
think they really are going up a
hill.
The instnictors will work with

students "to accomplish and
attain your goals and to make
you feel good about yourself,"
said South Toledo YMCA
instructor, Dan VanKoughnet.
The more a student pushes
himself or herself, the better
they will feel.
"The instructors motivated
me by them talking to me and
making me work harder than 1
would," says Junior Kristen
Stone.
Spinning makes a student
work hard and stay strong by
staying with the program. At the
SRC on campus, the instructors
will also have their students do
some upper body workouts
while their legs are still spinning
on the bikes.

BG Billboard

FINDER'S TOP TEN

1. Alicia Keys Diary Of Alicia Keys
2. Outkast Speakerboxxx/ The Love Below
3. No Doubt The Singles: 1992-2003
4. Toby Keith Shock'nYall
5. Evanescence Fallen
6. Ani DiFranco Educated Guess
7. Iced Earth The Glorious Burden
8. Phantom Planet Phantom Planet
9. Hoobastank The Reason
10. Linkin Park Meteora

TOP 5 DVDs
2. "American Wedding"
3. "SK& The City; The Com
Seasjf'
4. "The League Ot Extraordinary
Gentlemen"
5. "Blue Collar Comedy Tour"

Sunday @ 10:30 am

♦
♦
♦
♦

www.newloverealty.com
newloveinfoanewloverentals.com

y^*4.

Students must have excellent communication skills,
be highly motivated and have own transportation.
The position runs March-May.

♦ Pets permitted In some rentals

332 S. Main
Bowling Green

Starsailor Silence Is Easy
Eleven Howling Book
Candy Butchers Hang on Mike
The Bens The Bens EP
Gainer You Say It Like It's a Bad Thing...

• Great earning potential
1
Flexible hours
• Valuable sales experience

NO PARENTAL GUARANTEE NEEDl
Undergraduate housing
Graduate A professional housing
Professional management team

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Student Publications is now accepting
applications lor a sales account executive.

Rentals

in Bowling Green

ifth

Earn Experience &
A Paycheck!

NEWIS

V i neya rd
Church

WFAL FIVE ALBUMS ON
THE RISE

1. "S.WAT."

Join The

demonstrating passion for God &
compassion tor people.

Aero-spin challenges and
succeeds by giving students
confidence,
"Spinning gave me more
energy and made me feel
healthier. My muscles hurt and
I'm tired, but I felt like I accomplished something," Stone said.
"I go in the workout room
and spin. It goes by quick until
your done. It definitely gives
you an all-around workout."
says VanKoughnet.
Aero-spin at the Student
Recreation Center is $30 for six
weeks of an improvement in
lifestyle. The SRC also has Aerospin Monday through Friday at
5:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Sign up
as soon as possible.

For more information contact Tonya Whitman at
372-0430 or twhitma@bgnct.bgsu.edu. Applications must
be turned in no later than February 6th!

1180 North Main Stieel -Bowling Green, OH 419.686 8117

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC. your FIRST
CHOICE
1

in your search for affordable housing .

EFFICIENCIES

Am
agement

352-4380
2 Bedroom
Apartments

from only

*500

per
month!

2 Bedroom

Deluxe
Apartments
from only

$

600«,

month!

(in walking distance of campus)

GREENBRIAR INC.
419-352-0717
FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING
East Merry Awenue Apartments
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Manor Apartments
ETField
(519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.)
Avenue Apartments
ETFrazee
(624 & 656 Frazee Ave.)
2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished
Dishwashers/ garbage disposals

Ef

451 THURSTIN Across Street from OJfenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $335.00.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
517 F,. REED STRRF.T- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rale$475.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- OIK- Person Rate
$450.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rate- $420.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $370.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rale$450.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 K. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year-Two Person Rale- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $510.00.
505 CI.OICH STREET- BehindKinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rale- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
402 HIOH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One balh.
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rale- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
balh. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rale$620.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full balhs. School Year-Two Person Rale- S640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTH-

Remodeledl 670 Frazee
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• Call For Details)!
"^UNITS

Ef425 E. Court Street

2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished
Dishwashers/ garbage disposals

SIGN IIP TODAY!
Hours: Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402

www.groonbriarrontols.com

Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rale- $545.00. One Year- Two Person, Rate$450.00.
724 S. (Ol.l.EC.E DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travel
#1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
7 Nights, 6 Free Parties. Free Covers & Drinks 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise S279! Cancun. Jamaica, Nassau $529! Daytona $159'
WWW.SprlngBreaKTrayel.cpm
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica. Acapulco, Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices! Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
•" SPRING BREAK •••
Book early and save $$!
World's longest Keg Party Free beer all week!
Live band 8 DJ Wet T-shirt,
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear
contest. Suites up to 12 people.
3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub
lazy river ride, water slide,
let skis, parasail
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
iicon.com
Spring Break 2004 w' STS.
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE todayi
Or visit
wwwSunchase.com
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Fiont Hotels.
Lowest Prices. 800-881-9173
www.daytonawelcomecenter.com

Services Offered
Unlimited Tanning Semester $65
1 mo unlimited $30 Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Personals
INTRAMURAL CURLING
ENTRIES DUE
FEB. 3
INTRAMURAL WALLYBALL
ENTRIES DUE
FEB 4
Unlimited Tanning Semester $65
1 mo unlimited $30. Booths or beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889
Wes Clark tor President in BG
Interested?

Help Wanted

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
Ad Agency Seeking
BGSU Design Student
Up to 12 hours per week. Experience on Mac computer, reliable
transportation. BG area agency.
Interested designers respond to:
Jennifer Miller. MAC Advertising
419-823-4333. macad@adelphia.nel
Get Paul For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS NEEDED
Local & State Wide Productions
No Exi. Req., All Looks, Ages 18+
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
EARN UP TO $320 day.
1-800-818-7520
NOW HIRING!"
•$10-$15 PER HOUrW200 BONUS"
"Fun Work and Good Money"
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Part time and Full Time Positions.
Perfect Schedule lor College Students Work at Night alter Class."
M-F 4-9 PM and Sal. morning
Sales Posilions-No Exp Necessary
Paid Training
CALL NOW!!' 419-874-5004 ASK
FOR KRIS-Tru-Green ChemLawn
Part-time
Afternoon counter person
Apply at 1204 W Woosler
Perrysburg (amily seeking dependable, flexible, part-time babysitter lor
2 children ( 1 & 3 yrs ) Will work
with your class schedule. Must have
exp. with young children.
Call 419-872-4368.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary Full/ Part-time
& sub positions available in Bowling
Green, Portage. Walbridge & Weslon areas ranging Irom 15-75 hrs.
biweekly S9.00-S12.90 per hr.
based upon experience High school
diploma/ GED required Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board ol MR/DD, 11160 E
Gypsy Ln Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent.
B Mon -Friday, 8am-4 30pm E.O.E'.
Seeking childcare for 2 boys (3 & 5),
Mon.& Wed afternoons, mid-Feb. to
May. in my Perrysburg home. Call
419-873-1563
Sports! Fun! Outdoors! Kids!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply, www campcedar.com
Tradeshow Saleswoman Intern
Looking to do some traveling and
gain marketing and sales experience? Then this may be what you've
been looking for! A small local area
manufacturing company is looking
for someone to travel to tradeshows
m Orlando and Las Vegas to assist
in speaking with prospective new clients. If you consider yourself to be
assertive, outgoing and a positive
thinker, then forward your resume
to, or call:

'BARTENDING' $300/day potential
No exp, necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-Chtldrens" sleep-away camp, Northeast
PA (6/18-8/15/04). If you love children & want a caring, fun environment we need female staff as Directors & Instructors for; Tennis. Golf,
Gymnastics. Swimming, Water ski ing, Sailing, Team Sports, Cheerleading, Ropes, Camping/Nature.
Drama. Video. Ceramics. Batik. Silkscreen. Guitar, Jewerly, Piano. Photography, Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders. Administrative/Driver. Nurses (RN's),
On Campus Interviews March 17th
Apply on-line at WWVY.campwa.yne_Qirls.com or call 1-800-279-3019.

lilGHlANlT
MANAGEMENT

130 I Washington Si. Howling Cicei

888-241-9109

(NEW) Catty Sludios (NEW)
Studio Apts. Available Immediately
Also avail, summer & next yr Prefer
seniors/grad students. Fully furn.incl
25" TV, all util. Starting at $395 mo.
Call Buckeye Inn & Studios
352-1520
""Lg Houses 8 Apt's
Across Irom Univ.
321 E Merry 4-6 bdrms.
930 E Wooster 5 bdrms.
926-930-1030 E Wooster 5-6
bdrms 321 E. Merry A-D 4-6 bdrms
303 E. Merry 5 bdrms.. new carpet.
315 E. Merry 2-4 bdrms. includes
util.
309 E. Merry 3 lg. bdrms. inclu. util.
Also other houses, Apt's & Effs. Call
now 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Some
1st semesters leases available. Listing located 24/7 at 316 E. Merry «3
1 bdrm. $385 plus elec. Avail. Dec.
17. 6.9 or 12 mo lease 854 8th St
Summer/Fall 04. lease also avail.
419-392-3354
1 female subleaser lor Sterling Apts.
May - Aug., pool view, last mo. tree
419-575-1741

Jay-Mar Apia. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C. Gas heat
Starting at S510

Lg. 2 bdrm. 1st floor apt In Victorian
home. Leaded glass cupboards,
hardwood
lloors.
bay
window,
curved 10' ceilings. $650 mo. + util.
427 N. Mam St 386-253-3687
Move In Now - One Month FREE
1 and 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water, and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

For Sale

One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

#1 Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From S279! Party
With Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parlies! Great
Beaches & Nightlife! Includes Meals,
Port/Hotel Taxes!1 -800-678-6386.

Renting tor next school year 2 bdrm.
turn, upper apt 419-265-1061 (cell).
419-352-4773 (home).

Come on home! $149,900.4 bdrm..
2 5 bath. 4 blocks from campus!
Owner/Realtor. Call Ed to schedule
an appt at 419-494-7799 or loll-free
at 866-602-1977.

Rmte. needed immed $400 per mo.
Incl. all util., cable & local phone. No
deposit, nice Non-smoker pref.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ
419-353-5860

iMac lor sale!
Mas almost all programs, runs
fantastic. $500. Call 344-0125.

Sublsr needed! 1 bdrm. loft apt $50
oil 1st mo renl. Call before Feb 1

PC lor sale!
CD burner & tons of programs. Includes printer $400 Call 344-0125

Summer sublessors needed.
Huge 6 bdrm. house on N. Prospect.
Affordable rent. 353-7679.

Information Session

MANAGEMENT

u

■

JH

Rmte. needed ASAP. Lg. house
near campus S300. Pets allowed.
419-789-9172
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ACROSS

1 Foreboding atmosphere
7 Swaggering displays of
courage
15 Brunch choice
16 Strict adherent to the law
17 Swell
18 Dissipate like vapor
19 Clothes lines?
20 Chew the scenery
21 Regret bitterly
22 Fri follower
23 Banish
24 "__ Fiction"
25 Galbraith and Malthus. e.g.
28 October birthslone
29 Ill-tempered
30 French measure
31 Ernie's Muppet buddy
32 Guitar ridge
34 Started
37 Indian sovereign
41 Lively dance

42
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
53

Trial models
Bear ol stars
Openings
Pompous person
Take one's chair
Concrete
Swahili or Zulu
Capable of being cured
Mental confidence

54 Trellis
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55 New York skater
56 Military jail
57 Spirited horses
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LARGE ONE

%=

ITEM PIZZA

Ertpires 1/31/04

Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

For Rent

Holiday Personals

Winthrop Terrace Apts
1 & 2 bdrm apts. available

SPRING BREAK Free tood. parties
& drinks! Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels ■
Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com.
800-985-6789

Call 419-352-9135.
Wooster house available
352-1104

Cla-Zel
Theatre
Shim I

Valid Fri. Jan. .W

tin II I inn- rcb. >

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
T>«

a««i

S«.t

I.

T.w»

Big Fish(PG-13)
(1:10) 4:00 7:00 [955]

The Perfect Score
(PG-13)
(1:30) 4:20 7:20 [9:50]

Cheaper by the
Dozen(PG)
(1:20) 4:10 7:10 [10:15]

Win a Date with Tad
H.(PG-13)
(1:35) 4:25 725 [10:05]

Along Came Polly
(PG-13)
(1:45)4:35 7:35 [10:20]
Times good 1/30/04 thru 2/05/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat. S Sun.
| ) Will not show Mon, Tues.
and Wed

QOdlCinc
.VX/NI. i l"f\ I k'l

1234 N. Main St. |Rt 25)
Bowling Green
Mall 419 354-4447
Movie Times 419-354-0558
www.woodlandtc.com

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
■ Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
HBHTl—

-fwrmurn

!

H GYPSY LANf
1 Hofiv. Dopol

PETER NN
Ntghtlj al 5:00 PM

LORD IF HE RINGS:
RETURN
IF TIE KING
Nightly al 7:30 PM

[Student night is Wed. all
tickets just S3.75
Downtown BG. -353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

M.iil.U'i-lliriH Inc.

N

t

WELCOME BACK
NOW RENTING FOR
2004-2005
STOP BY FOR LISTING

FREE HEAT

Call 353-5800

= VARSITY
■ SQUARE

AfEfcCA

APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t=*

Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apt., 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apis./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
Starting at $395/mo.
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus slop

Saturday
BGSU Women
vs.
Buffalo
1:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

e

"nday, February I
BTSU207

S:30-«:30pm
**Msnrtaf ttudema must
attend an MMMMM session

Don't miss out on your
chance to win free fries at
85 during the women's
game ccurtesy of
McDonald's.

CH17llformort«Horanll«i

BGSU Men
vs.
Marshall
3:30 p.m.
Anderson Arena

DVD * VIDEOS * TOYS
BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
WED
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
LADIES DAY
SELECTIONS
20% OFF
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

^Lingerie (Boutique

Take a Kid to the Game
FREE of chargel
Kids 12 and under get In
freel
Also one lucky fan will get
the chance to win a
Playstation 2
courtesy of Pepsi.

r T^

www.myadultwarehouse.com
10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

38 Support for a
monarch's family:
var.
39 Settled in and got
comfortable
40 Publishers
42 Irrational dread
43 Turned over and
over
48 Bacteriologist Jonas
49 Tub toy
50 "Rule Britannia"
composer
52 Fond du _, Wl
53 Virginia Wooll novel,
Dalloway"

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

Vi ADULT MART WEST tS

18 &
OLDER

1

■ ■■

■H

1 Fluffy desserts
2 Charge with wrongdoing in office
3 Turf ventilator
4 Like unlikely chances
5 Muddle
6 Had dinner
7 Defect
8 Insurrection
9 Playing marbles
10 Wind indicator
11 Pint drink
12 Cause disorder
13 Pertaining to kissing
14 Church topper
20 Live
23 Abu Dhabi leader
24 Frost's output
26 Science fiction award
27 WWI poet Wilfred
30 Essence
32 Destined
33 Greek letters
34 Painter's tools
35 Mosl uncanny
36 Terrorist police lorce
37 "The Imaginary
Invalid" playwright

The Department of
Recreational Sports

Additional Site to Choose from
Summit HIM

. www.behighlandmgmt.ciim .
\_
highlandfrfwcn.M.oru
^y

1

(419) 494-3060.

The Homestead - Graduate Housing
One and two bedroom, A/C, on-sito
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers, skylights,
vaulted ceilings

H IGHLAND

.

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
S490 ♦ gas/elec 12 mo lease.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.

Large, 2 bdrm. furnished apt.
Clean, quiet, close to campus
Call 352-1104

1

1

3 bdrm house available August
2004 718 Third St $775/mo.
Please call 419-686-3805
3 bdrm. house. Close to campus
Good size, nice yard. $1000/mo.
Call 686-1144.

Houses/Apis for 04-05 school year.
12 mo. leases only.
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Olfice open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred.

1

• '"

P

2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat,
water. & sewer.
616 Second St 1 bdrm, 3 bdrm.. &2
efficiencies. Non-smoking apts.
137 N. Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing

NICE 2 BDRM. APT. S FOR MAY
AND AUG. ON 5TH AND 7TH.
CALL FOR MORE INFO. 352-3445.

Student
Employee
Hiring

We a take care ot you. Best price.
welt maintained, privacy and deadooit
security, large apartments
24-hr Maintenance.

.

2 bdrm. lurn. apt. Close to campus,
includ util., no smoking, no
pets,,grad students welcome. Call
419-353-5074. ask for Tim.

419-354-6036
The Highlands- Graduate
housing Ono bedroom Laundry
facilities >n building AC Quiet*
Starting at $395

1
■■

1. 2 S 3 bdrm. apis, available now.
Call for prices S locations
352-0717

4 bdrm.. garage, 2 blocks Irom
BGSU Avail May 419-353-3855
Apts • Downtown - Up'.l.in: i
Wooster & Main Avail. May 15th
2 bdrm. $550/mo. + util,
3 bdrm $825/mo. ♦ util
Call 419-354-1612 exl. 301 or 351

1

CORNER RT6& 23
419-288-2131

^H

| For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU TICKET

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BORMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

AfEfcCA

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
Starting at $415/Mo.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Management Inc.
Slop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.mecr.ahg rnrn
for complete listing
for next year.
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